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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Silent Speech 

There's a dual impulse after creation, a pull from two directions—silence and 

speech—for the writer, the artist, the creator, any or all of them. One wishes, or you or I 

wish, to say both nothing and everything, more or less simultaneously. 

One is inclined to let the work speak for itself, as we say, to let the first word (if 

not the last as well) belong to the work, to let the work function as an entity apart from 

the exfratextual bits. The impulse toward silence answers to the notion that, if the work 

has anything to say (as we say), it can, will, perhaps must speak for itself There is ego 

and the notion of quality involved here; put another way, if it has anything to say, if it is 

any good (as we say), it can speak for itself—and if it doesn't, if it isn't, then it's too late 

for the author to be speaking on behalf of the work. Here, too, is the desire to provide the 

reader with the virgin untouched experience of the work—akin to avoiding reviews (or, 

in the case of movies, previews) of a work prior to actually experiencing it (reading it, 

text or fihn) oneself 

And yet, the act of writing, taken as an act of expression, implies an actor, a 

writer, an expressor behind the words—fairly natural to then assume that one who 

expresses through fiction is likely to be open to, to want to, express through other means, 

a dialogue, an interview, an extended monologue. 



In part this is a function of the act of writing itself, over an extended period of 

time, as most (we are fairly certain) writers prefer not to discuss a work in progress at 

length, if at all. It is superstition, fear, even, afraid that by telling the story (if it is a 

story), the good stuff will float away on the spoken, unwritten words. Or also, it might be 

simple unwillingness to paraphrase the tale, knowing not only the inherent 

misrepresentation in paraphrase and encapsulation, but also the folly of doing so when 

the final nature of the work is still quite open. 

On the side of the reader—the reader of the fiction or the reader of the non-fiction 

counterpart, as this infroduction might be considered to be—this is the desire to have a 

certainty of knowing by means of the author, author as creator, god. It is an old joke to 

claim responsibility for good results, regardless of whether those results were attempted 

or intended in the least, something of the sort of that's-exactly-what-I-meant—^how-

clever-you-are-for-noticing expression (and the implied, if unspoken, how much more so 

my own cleverness for having planted it there in the first place). If one is honest, though, 

most often one must admit that one does not always directly intend what results in (or 

from) a particular work. If this itself is even true; there are many shades between 

intended and unintended. Even to say firmly that one did not intend a given meaning or 

effect stops short of what the writer (this writer, at any rate) is usually thinking, that one 

if finally not sure, one doesn't know whether given moments in the text are wholly 

intentional or un-. By what means would such intentions be measured, at what point in 

the progress of the work? Is it enough to, on a rereading, notice a given meaning and by 



way of inaction—by leaving the text as it is—to bring about intention from that point (in 

time) on? 

There are two sides for the reader, as well. If some readers desire (or some part of 

a reader desires) to know the text through extratextual means, there are those who would, 

with that part of the author, rather the text speak for itself What difference a text by a 

living author? Better to ask the questions of the text, not the author. 

In this, then, both the author and the reader have some degree of complicity as to 

who or what speaks, a joint decision. If h is finally a matter of shades of grey, they are 

distinct nonetheless. Does one ever come to Ulysses without any prior knowledge 

(knowledge in any sense)? How would one come to the work without knowing about h, 

of it, in some way? Surely it has been stumbled upon, someone somewhere in the past 

century coming to it in a state of unknowing. The point here, however, is that for most of 

us this isn't, wasn't, and couldn't be the case. Or might only be the case through 

deliberate conspiracy. 

Imagine a text billing itself (as if a text could bill itself) as a murder mystery, by 

an unknown author (an author whose name signifies nothing in particular about the text 

to which it's attached) and the (unsuspecting) reader beginning the text, reading the first 

five, ten, fifteen, twenty, thirty, fifty pages, halfway through the book, looking for the 

murder, no sign of a dead body anywhere, what sort of book is this, anyhow? 

Imagine further the publishing house, the book reviewers from all the usual 

places, omitting any specific mention of the content of the book, preserving the unseen 

territory. Perhaps it was billed as something else, not a murder mystery after all, instead 



a literary fiction, or, if possible, a billing as nothing at all, the omission of a billing 

(which in itself, in certain circles, would be taken as a billing of literary fiction, anyway, 

the very omission of a sign the sign in itself). Who would the readers for either of these 

texts be? Is it possible to have a text which cannot find its readers (the readers for which 

it was intended, the readers for which it intends itself)? 

It does not happen, of course, not exactly like this (or in fact like this at all). 

Although many such reviewers take apparently great pains to avoid spoilers, managing to 

review the work while keeping any discussion of its details curtailed, even this limited 

discussion, in its vague, general, cloudy terms, foreshadows the book and the initial 

reading experience. 

What we expect from a text isn't always (or is nearly never) what we get from it. 

This tension pervades a reading—any reading. 

Here is perhaps the notion (certainly not mine, though I can't at the moment place 

it with someone else or with a particular text) of a text as two texts—the text as read the 

first time through and the text as read in successive readings—indeed, even here 

variations on the text, though the successive readings (and constructed texts) never quite 

so different as the first from all the rest. 

This tension of what we expect and what we get is a quality not limited to books-

never-read; retuming to a book long unread creates the tension of the book as we 

remember it against the book as it is (or, more precisely, as it is now in our current, later 

reading). There is a measure of forgetting implicit here, or at the least a measure of not-

knowing. Ultimately it's the element of surprise (although a work can still be 



surprisingly good, even when we know it well) at work, surprise created or remembered 

(and, in the remembering, created anew). 

Here is also manifested the common wisdom and practice of writers, one to 

another, to put a work aside for some period of weeks or months (or years) before 

retuming to it—to view it with a greater measure of unknowing, to come to it as if one 

were the unknowing (unsuspecting) reader. So lies the paradox of knowing a work best 

through both knowing and not-knowing. 

Fragments 

Where is the craft of the writer? Which metaphor applies—^the creator who, 

having conceived an idea, wills it out of nothing? The sculptor who, taking material, 

carves away everything that isn't the elephant? The notion of fragments, of 

fragmentation, implies more of a breaking than a building or a carving, of a collection of 

bits and the subsequent arrangement, sometimes reconstmction, of those bits. Creative 

organizer, maybe, akin to interior decorator, or landscape architect—^not as commonly 

resonant as, say, sculptor, but a bit closer to the reality here. 

The choice of fragments, here, is called for more by the material, the work, the 

text itself, than a willed creative decision. (Which is to say, I had not originally— 

wherever that origin point may lie—intended to work with fragments as the form of this 

piece.) Chapters did not work nearly so well—whether the fault, if there is fault, lies 

with the author, the text, both or neither, is an open question. 



A fragmented narrative is or is apparently an incomplete work; and yet fragments 

imply the notion of a larger whole. Can such a work be, in fact, completely intact? Or, 

to bring the logic around the other way, is a supposedly whole narrative as whole as one 

might initially conceive? 

Narrative can't ever be wholly new. The negative capability of knowing this and 

working with, shaping, innovating with narrative form has merit. Form, or shape, or 

style—these are not precisely the same, but they constitute a fluid medium. One thinks 

of the varied works of John Barth—a fluid style, yet also a residual quality watermarking 

each work as his (though we wonder how much of that mark is in the text and how much 

in us, the readers). 

Narrative Voice 

In spite of all that has been said and written about reliable and umeliable narrators 

(and/or narratives), there always remains ambiguity. Or—all narrators are unreliable; the 

only question is to what degree (though here, too, we must pause and wonder if here 

again we're not again only fooling ourselves). 

What might go without saying: the narrative voice here is not the undistilled voice 

of the author, inasmuch as nothing can ever be such, not even this present writing. The 

narrative voice of this introduction is not the voice of the piece to follow. 

The notion of author as creative organizer has a resonance in Bakhtin's sense of 

the novel as an occasion for the weaving, sampling, mixing of a diverse set of voices 

together into an amalgamated whole. Inasmuch as these voices are diverse, they are 



voices heard but not necessarily (often not at all) spoken by the narrator or the author or 

anyone in-between. 

The voice here, as narrator, eschews unnecessary delineations. There are no 

quotation marks. I've tended to prefer the French or Joycean long dash to indicate direct 

dialogue, though also willing to efface this and the other markers of speech whenever, 

wherever possible. Retuming to the notion of style as a matter of craft, relatively, I am 

not on a quotation-mark diet—in fact, perhaps as a response to the work itself, in this 

infroduction I find I have freely, excessively, used quotation marks. Not to establish 

dialogue, rather to set off an implied questioning of the meaning of the word(s) placed 

within the marks. So freely as to be, finally, annoying, so that in a later revision I've 

removed most (or all) of them. The net effect is a questioning of terms that we use as 

solid foundations without necessarily looking beneath, but then, taken to the extreme, 

every word would be in quotations (and, given the monologue nature of a self-

infroduction, perhaps this entire piece should be taken as if it were bounded within a pair 

of these marks). 

Who is the I who speaks? 

A Work of Fiction 

It is a declaration of an extra-narrative voice—isn't it? The title, subtitle, such 

accompanying extratextual objects are not properly (usually—there are exceptions) part 

ofthe work itself 



I have not ever quite conceived of this work as a novel, given that—for better or 

worse—it never seemed to be the usual sort of thing that a novel is supposed to be. 

(fronic given the etymological notion, real, false, or otherwise, ofthe novel as novelty) 

Or at least not since I abandoned the experimentation with conventional chapters, ft is 

fiction, certainly, not poetry, drama, non-fiction. Always, though, I was reluctant, when 

asked over the past few years, to describe it in terms of short story/novella/novel, because 

it was a bit different, a bit experimental—not groundbreakingly so, certainly, but 

nonetheless, not what one (not those asking about it) would suspect from a novel. 

Had I said it was a murder mystery everyone would have immediately known 

what I was talking about, even those who wouldn't and don't read a murder mystery. 

Here is the manifestation ofthe continual trouble, always the trouble with labeling 

and categorizing. Not trying to cause trouble, here, myself, so much as pointing out its 

own existence, the nature of things. Responsible labeling is the attempt to not 

misrepresent any more than is inherently the case. I would not normally call Abish's 

Alphabetical Africa a novel, for instance. A work of fiction, certainly. 

Then again—as I may have neglected to mention when discussing narrative 

voice—if all narrators are unreliable, and if narrators are not authors (nor authors 

narrators?), then it is also tme, if not by logic then by common or conventional wisdom, 

that authors are all unreliable, as well. 



The Other Bloom 

The notion ofthe anxiety of influence as a misreading of prior works (and perhaps 

this reading ofthe notion is here itself a misreading, deliberate or not) provides a point of 

departure to speak of this work. 

As an author one is acutely aware of real, potential, and possible influences, even 

to the point of paranoia, wherein every line of text has an echo elsewhere, where one 

fears any given line copies an influence from elsewhere, or, if one is conscious ofthe 

influence, spurs a reaction, that all is reaction. 

There are influences which are deliberately kept in the forefront of one's mind, 

which one plays with and gives voice to within the text. The author may or may not 

admit to these; in either case, these may or may not be as deliberate as they seem. 

Again the general issue of tmstworthiness, or lack thereof, arises. 

Most consciously I was aware ofthe (possible or probable) twin influences of 

DeLillo and Pynchon as I composed this work; yet in the end, viewing the work as it is 

now, one would think Abish and Burroughs to be the fathers of this text. 

It is difficult to say why this is. 

I have chosen a third-person present-tense voice here, not because of Pynchon, 

rather in spite o/him and Gravity's Rainbow. I had resisted this myself, explicitly, by 

trying to frame the work within a past-tense narrative (and, for a while in the beginning, 

within a first-person voice, though there the overshadowing presence was closer to the 

question of how to avoid yet another Nick Carraway or Holden Caulfield). Third-person 



voice came relatively easy and early to this work; present-tense voice came only after it 

became clear—to me, as creative organizer—that the text would work best as such. 

Or was that only the easy way out? 

The Other Bukowski 

No relation, though as a joke we (we?) occasionally created familial connections. 

In everyday life, the name (his or mine) tends to produce only permutations of itself The 

poet, or his muse, is rarely invoked. 

What I do remember from his texts is an explicitly imagined scene of a man and a 

girl (his designation, inasmuch as I recall, not a man and a woman) engaged in an 

intimate act on the beach, triggering a further imagined crowd of onlookers who (be)rate 

the girl's performance, not unlike an explicitly and similarly imagined scene in She's 

Having A Baby, Kevin Bacon and his on-screen wife attempting conception while her 

(his?) parents look on from the foot ofthe bed and offer feedback, advice, critiques ofthe 

performance, miner's helmets with one-eyed lights atop their (the parents') heads. The 

details here are not important in the way that the narrative act is, the act of a giving and 

then taking away. 

All fiction is (perhaps) a giving and then taking away, even if only by the ending 

ofthe text. But the framing, the explicit clarity of a giving and taking away, as in the 

examples above, is more certainly a feature of postmodem fiction in general. Not that 

I've said the work to follow this introduction is a postmodem fiction—and not that I 
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haven't said that it is, although I haven't done either. Is the act of naming enough to 

make something so? 

Is the act of naming a giving? Or a taking away? 

Rhythm and Repetition 

Or the notion of writing as a kind of music, or a emulation thereof There are bits 

of Joyce that explore this, larger bits of Burroughs. What I tend to bring (or bring away) 

from Pynchon is the rhythm of text across an expanse of far more than a few words, 

phrases, sentences—there are plenty of bits in Pynchon which, each line taken on its own, 

would ring false. Taken as part ofthe surroundings, moving along, however, they work. 

No fancy notes, but a combo that moves. 

Theme and variation, a collection of notes and phrases, licks and runs. The notion 

of a collection—if there is a unifying theme, it is likely that would be it (though don't 

take my word for it). That it occurs within the setting that it does is almost incidental; 

there are other stories which I might have (and might yet) tell within that setting, or 

within a similar one. But again, it is something that seems to have worked for the text 

and the material at hand. Other settings were considered, attempted. This is what 

remains. 

This Is the End 

and the beginning. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE COLLECTION: A WORK OF FICTION 

When the Lid Opens 

Grand opening. 

When the gates are pulled back, in comes weather money light the moming, brisk 

outside, same temperature inside now as it ever was, as it was at closing, as it will be at 

closing and at the next reopening ofthe dustless shiny atmosphere of low-wage service 

for goods at top market dollar. Aren't the prices always such? Yet there's a range, 

individual goods might be sold elsewhere for less to generate a greater gross communal 

income, value-added goods with service expertise or at the least on the cheap with a 

guarantee. Not so here within the single cells that make up the whole, the artificially 

conceived and supported lifeform of stores with clerks mnning the classic spinning 

around and changing hats gag, literally, a series of caps coifs shapkas balaclavas on a 

shelf under the counter where you'd keep the bat or shotgun if it were a bar, where's the 

service retums complaints special orders price matching department all right here. No 

connection to the hidden janitorial system, how do they keep it so clean, such a consistent 

smell. 

She does look good with a hat on. 

The Man in the Mall 

Cheese. It's what's for dinner. 
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He's one of a kind. A man with the power to, well, to see the near dim future, in a 

limited around-the-mall sort of way, with the usual standard sorts of limitations, we've all 

read the comic book convoluted explanations radioactive spiders man from elsewhere, 

has to see the person in question directly, no intervening surfaces—eye to eye according 

to the instmction manual—can only peer in while that eye contact is maintained, can only 

see twenty-twenty through the next twenty-four hours, or so, not a hard and fast 

quantitative cutoff, could probably call lunch for the next day by ten a.m. or so, just gets 

a hazy flizziness around the edges the fiirther he looks, newspaper print through weak or 

someone else's corrective lenses. It goes without saying, or perhaps not, that he has to be 

in the mall. 

Over time this leads to quite the assemblage of followers, a so-called homeless 

entourage that recognizes him, holds full faith in his abilities, congregates in scattered 

groups throughout the mall, awaits the daily boon from him as he passes each station. 

Thing is, really, that the next twenty-four for most of them tums out to be much like the 

last twenty-four, most days, the only variation being the change in hours and fraffic for 

the weekend. 

Stay away from discarded fries. Good advice even if not specifically linked to 

any future events. 

Things are uncertain. Best to stay inside today. Good enough, too. 

For a capitalist the glaring point revealed here is the limitation of any cultlike 

following that might now or later accme to him. The need for a close, even prolonged, 

physical contact, so to speak, Platonic physics, greatly reduces his usefulness in any sort 
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of official and recompensatory capacity. This stmcture his island, where can the piper 

go? Combined with the need for an authentic honest to God mall leaves even a career as 

the president's seer unlikely and limited in scope. 

The Girl Who Tumed the Balls 

Walking down the hall of glass, he is seen and he in tum sees the new counter 

girl. She's a keeper, too, a new pair of eyes, first day here he'd bet and win if he did. 

But you see, she'd have been saying the day before, if he could know the past, I 

don't have any skills to list. I'm being upfront with you. Totally. I tumed the balls. 

That's it. One at a time, it floats to the top, I tum the numbers face up and forward, and 

smile and tum the next, three, four, five, six. Million-dollar balls. Tum one. Smile tum 

smile tum smile flourish with my hands and I'm done for the night, see you again on 

Saturday and then a week from now. 

The computers had tumed up an anomaly. They couldn't pinpoint it, leading to a 

frenzy of automotive-mechanic or otherwise-clueless search-and-destroy fury which 

engaged and fueled the strategy of choice, that being replace everything until it, whatever 

it is that's providing the irritant, is gone. As the only person who actually touches the 

balls during a drawing, she is the expendable messenger. They can't even tell the 

difference when the replacement comes in, looks just like her, viewer mail suggests a 

hairstyle change. 

Yes I do touch them, but only for the purpose of turning them. I don't pick them, 

for christsakes. And she or someone should have been thinking that you can't very well 
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can the air molecules, stuff them into a pressurized tank, can you, although she might 

have known or guessed that they did bring in noisy things, aerosol containers but in 

reverse, atomic vacuums to clear the air, the smell of scentlessness being left behind in 

their wake. 

It's perfume. Smile spray flourish. I can do that. That's my skill. 

And she's quite good at it, really a shame that she's been blackballed from the 

indusfry, never tum a ball in this town again. Then again, better that she ends it this way 

than the altemative, years later, wondering if she's lost the touch, if her fingers will 

execute the precision tums and spins required, living day to day waiting for what the next 

will bring. 

The deciding factor is rarely the fingers. 

Lovely Rita 

If he comes in, stares into her lashes, breathes across the counter, he'll say 

I saw something in your eyes. Or 

I'll buy you a pita, Rita. Or 

so she imagines. And that's lunch, even if h's not time yet. The other girl stays, 

she's younger in years but has plenty more experience, even if barely the one with 

seniority here, the new girl making her the old girl but she's been around one way or 

another, this girl who stays, she's already worked in seventeen shops here in just the last 

three months, yes ninety days, impressively resilient, Gumbo's Gifts, Wanda's Shoe and 

Foot Emporium, Vim's Video Place, to name just a few, none ofthe big names, hasn't 
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broken that level yet. She's not quite the tumover queen she seems, several ofthe 

locations maintaining her in their employ at the same time, certainly, even literally, 

racing to the back room, past the stock in boxes and out the back door into the secret 

corridor that connects place to place—they all have them—down the corridor to the next 

shop, in through that back room, voila. She doesn't know about computer tracking, 

though she does find it not too uncommon, not too unusual to find that she's ringing up 

some ofthe same customers sequentially, ringing those she's elsewhere mng. 

Didn't I just. . . ? 

It's cutthroat business. Sooner or later someone catches her, even if it's not 

someone with direct power, all the someones become them, they who tumcoat and try 

blackmail and then move to tum her in for whatever little thing they get out of it, little 

cunts, all of them, but she's wise to it from the start and is gone before they come looking 

for her. For a while she finds work sequentially, moving to the shop immediately next 

door of wherever she's left, working up and then across a street ofthe neighborhood that 

way, till she decides after eleven shops or so, six one side five the other but she might be 

forgetting one, to pack up and strike out for better territory out west, bypassing the 

attractions at the doors ofthe nearest anchor. 

But she's alone on lunch duty, looks like, and though she's thinking about 

checking out this other guy who's come in, out of breath almost, red in the face, seen him 

before, too, but it's time to switch to the next joint, and things will just have to mind 

themselves here. 

Wait. . . 
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Lunch 

Big secrets. Are easy. The kind you live with. Usually. Sifting through the 

garbage in the dumpsters of your mind. Frozen instant dinner boxes, homosexual and 

active. 

But. 

Not hard to guess or grasp. Anyone can pick through the alleytrash. What value? 

Blackmail's not an option. 

Not that you would. 

Risk-reward ratio. And what value the obvious? 

He can't, under apparently any circumstances, predict his own day. Mirrors don't 

work, spurring reflection on the subtle difference between the superhero with powers and 

the man with power, power for its own sake leading to what? Death taxes money sex, 

one supposes. The man with ultimate power devalues the currency, abandons shopping, 

sits on the mountain celibate. Anything less brings back sex money taxes death. Little 

imagination enough in the eyes ofthe last dozen or so who've walked by, single males, 

but nonetheless, with a few fantasies for the coming night but little actual prospects. 

Maybe it's just due to the flow of folks coming by here, the current ofthe stream, would 

be different in another spot, time to move on, is more what he's thinking to himself while 

he's telling out his technique, but it's all coming out, one way or another, spoken or 

otherwise . . . 
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It's not like watching a video or anything like that. No camera angles. It's more 

like reading a book. Visual information like words wired straight to the brain. The 

longer eye contact is kept, the longer I can flip through the pages. Or the more words 

appear. So, you know, you know now, I just know from the words what will happen, just 

bare outlines at first, more details later. But if I visualize, it's like, not any different from 

just fantasizing from the words anyway. 

Really. 

The simple factual things are easiest to tell. Though usually not immediately. It's 

like, I've got to find the right page. Flipping around, checking the places where the spine 

is broken, scanning for key words. Then I've got to concentrate on it long enough until 

the words that I'm looking for appear. 

He wonders, periodically and now, where he draws the line, to keep looking in, to 

look away from a story like hers—and equally so she wonders, to catch and keep his eye, 

to look away, to sUde the sunglasses down from her hair, where lies the belief? 

Show me. 

Yes. 

Whatever you want. 

Okay. 

A tatt on your left shoulder. A dolphin. Blue. A bmise on your thigh. The size 

of a quarter. Left thigh. Your hair neatly trimmed, not shaved. A suntan star on your 

hip. Five points. 
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His eyes dance down, around, off toward another table and the eyes there, 

glancing then back up, a few words later, her gaze still straight. 

How I know. The timesection tonight when you'll take a bath. At least, as of 

now you will. Could change. Bath. Stop and just focus on that part until the words that 

I'm looking for come out. So I wade through a lot of other detail as well, the 

inconsequentials—the stuff that's not entirely convincing to you, I'd guess, or I'd stop. 

Stubble on your legs but no new razor. Chipping toenail paint. Patches of dry skin. I 

could go on. Some things that could change. Haven't yet but could. Don't use the old 

razor, skip it or find a new one. The dull razor cuts. Not badly, you know, just a nick on 

the ankle, but still. If you beh eve, resolve yourself to it. 

How can I hardly not. 

There you go. Now I read the new blade. From the cabinet behind the mirror you 

find it, dusty but sharp. No cuts now. That could change. 

Impressive. 

Not really. It's all pretty garden-variety stuff, don't you think? Use new blades 

so you don't cut yourself is just, like, good advice. Fimdamental. Could read it in a 

dozen books. Not sure who'd take the time to write it, but still. No one needs to read the 

future to be able to tell you that. Come in out ofthe rain. 

The dolphin and the star. You'd have to be a stalker. 

Always possible. Can't prove my ignorance in the limitations. Could be lying. 

Exactly where on the hip is the star. How does it point. What's the dolphin look like. 

I've seen a few, of course, on the screen, at least, seen a few as tatts, too, I know what 
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they look like and can imagine as well as the next guy. Rainbow curve diving probably 

though not necessarily. But. The details only go so far. Show me a book of flash with 

twenty dolphins per page, I couldn't pick out which was yours. Or even know which end 

of your shoulder the snout's at. Points back? 

Forward. 

Fifty-fifty same as anyone. Could be lying, what's the difference between 

unintentional and deliberate wrong. Or if I'd guessed right, lucky as anyone, to prove 

what. 

But if you looked long enough. 

Maybe. A better description would emerge. Slowly, and you'd have to be 

willing. Consent and staring for longer than we'd like, a headache for me. Describe a 

spiral staircase. Don't use your hands. And. If you were that willing to begin with. 

She slides her hand on her upper arm, pushing up the sleeve, hand warm on the 

shoulder, fingers stacked and pressed together. 

I could just show you myself 

Exactly. Lift your hand and it's done. And a lot faster. 

Not the sort of trick to get laid with, he's thinking, and probably saying, too, 

working through the story of a time in the past when things seemed to be going well, 

spending hours over dinner staring into a girl's eyes, deeply into her, browsing the 

moments, the picture changing and emerging, actively involved in the conversation too, 

words now rippling to effect actions later, she gets the picture, both shes, but who 
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leamed anything they didn't already know at that point, even the people at the next table 

over could sense something sub-visually occurring, sensory knowledge. 

And the rest, forget the sex, rape murder death. Earthquake. Tsunami. Fire in a 

crowded theater. Various and sundry acts of God. 

After the novehy wears off. . . it's all pretty damn boring. 

Isn't it always. 

What's the clearance price on faith. 

A Girls' Story 

He's here all the time. 

You know why? 

She doesn't, but she's got a little story that she's made up about him, as she does 

for just about everyone she sees, not so much something to remember them by as to 

amuse herself and pass the time, though it all does get muddled up after a bit, there goes 

the escaped felon to his shift managing the bookstore, the undercover something-or-other 

for a quickwalk around the mall, the other undercover fella who's recording every word 

sound movement in the place. Everyone something other than what seems, more tmth 

than fantasy. 

He's looking for love in all the wrong places. He wanders around here, day after 

day, searching for something. 

When he was young his mother left him on the bench outside the clothing shop. 

Went in for some slacks on sale and never came back out. No one noticed. Days of 
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wandering about, standing in line with some other family at the food counters, his meal 

mng up with theirs, the other kids looking at him funny, he's not with us but who do we 

tell. It's all in the angle, he leams, a way of standing there, occupying a space, filling a 

role that others presume, obvious yet not calling excessive attention to oneself Soon it's 

not just meals in the noontime crowds—shoes, clothing, gift cards, seasonal socks and 

underwear wrapped and placed in small glossy bags with twine handles, handled over the 

counter to him while the anonymous adult, voice a blur, pays with plastic, the added 

expense lost in the long tail of white tape, discovered, if ever, long after they have parted 

company. 

He lives in the basement with all the basement-type things, hot cold metal pipes 

crates boxes steam and wires. Is there even a basement? Who would dig out the space 

below, for what purpose? Imagine miles of tunnels connecting shopping centers across 

the nation, the slow-moving stock being wheeled from franchise to franchise, maybe 

this'11 sell in Peoria, bring back something different, camel trains hauling goods behind, 

under, around state lines. 

He's a stalker, and he comes here every day, keeping watch. 

Yes and no. Not violent or psychotic. Maybe psychotic in an adorable sort of 

way. Not the point. 

A cute fluffy stalker type. First in a series of ten. Collect them all. Available for 

a limited time only. 

What if by telling the story it becomes tme? 
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Dinner 

It's not like I get paid to sit all day scanning shoppers' fives. 

Everyone has to eat. 

Buttered com on a stick only goes so far. ft's not, y'know, that I'm opposed to 

honest work and all. 

He's taken this as a calling, a duty to be inside day by day. Not a whole lot to 

freelance here, quietly make a buck. Couldn't quite get the tagline right, hey man, 

something bad's going to happen to you, what's it worth to you? Can't necessarily 

change it, but maybe we can work something out. Doesn't work—and then they come 

back looking for you. Or, contrariwise, hey man, something good's about to come, want 

the news? The intercessory factor complicates the transaction, observer become 

participant, as they're talking stuff changes and he's not always clear why, whoops things 

just got worse, let's keep talking, hope for a change in the weather, a break in the clouds, 

you're late for a date you say? And then sometimes nothing to say. So the money angle 

is tough. Maybe someone with a better imagination would do better. The best he can do 

is find a partner. They buy lotto tickets, sit at a table, usually the same one, the same one 

these two are now sitting at, in fact. 

I go through a lot of partners. 

The partner, whoever he is currently, always a he to this point, says the ritual 

phrase, I would like to buy a ticket, please, with the numbers zero zero zero, which he 

then writes on a scrap of paper and puts in his pocket, wallet, elsewhere. Then the deep 

staring into the eyes comes, the check, the determination if he's really resolved to it and 
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hasn't actually decided to just go home flop on the sofa and nap through the 

announcement right through to the next day's break. If not, he sees his partner buying the 

ticket, checking the numbers, waiting, skips ahead to the night's drawing on television, 

sees that he's won nothing, or five bucks, or whatever, usually (odds are) nothing. Rinse 

and repeat until they get a decent crack, five hundred or a thousand. It takes awhile. 

It takes us a long time. About a set of numbers per minute. Ten hours, six 

hundred sets. 

They've got a thousand possibilities to work through, piles of discarded slips 

around their feet, not at all odd, sit in the food court all day and all the world will pass 

you by . . . 

You can't just see what numbers are picked, on the TV, in the paper, something 

like that? 

Can't see anything. 

But? 

Can't read it, can't read texts within texts. No logic to it, just doesn't work. One 

remove too many. Can't read what others are reading, no headlines, stories, TV 

programs, stock quotes, nothing. 

He's tried everything that he can think of, not so dull after all, tried having the 

partner resolve to write down the numbers after the drawing, doesn't work, tried using 

the three-number system to place wide bets and exfrapolate back, logic word puzzle 

games, Uke betting red^lack even/odd twenty questions to eliminate the losing numbers, 

doesn't work, tried having him say them sing them aloud, doesn't work, drinking a beer 
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for each number, which has problems of its own, given the average ofthe three digits, but 

which doesn't work, anyway, tried mnemonic memory games, midnight shopping at the 

grocery store, certain quantities of particular items, each item keyed to a digit, the best 

that resuhs here is a reading of him buying a number of items equal to the first second 

third winning numbers for the night, which, plainly, he aheady knew that, but no real 

numbers. On a bad day not only can't read how many items bought, can't even read 

what's bought, either, so no signals down that twist. Other substitutorial strategies don't 

pan out, shopping at certain stores, driving a given number of miles or to particular 

landmarks or friends' houses, as if they could round up enough to cover the possibilities, 

these games just black out the projection and then he can't see anything that'll happen 

that night, once the partner starts trying to speak backward it gets dim, can't tell how long 

he's gone that night, who or how many people he saw, not even a guesstimate that might 

cut the gamble down to a sizeable amount, cover ten or twenty numbers and be done with 

it, still profit potential there. 

I would say. If it were something sentient, living. That it knows. 

Why not just go watch him, live, with your own eyes, see how many beers he 

drinks, or whatever. 

Siu-e I could. But that would be after the drawing. See? Too late to buy a ticket 

then. Don't get confused. Happens to me all the time, head starts to hurt after a while. 

So the scrap in the wallet method has to suffice. Maybe a thousand, maybe five 

hundred, whatever they manage to pull out, have to split it, not even just two ways, not 

like the partner can go tum it in or even buy it, the ticket, himself every time. They do 
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keep records on that stuff, he's savvy enough to know, little numerical feelers looking for 

fraud and all that. They only believe in luck and chance and all that as long as you're on 

a losing streak. So he's got to give someone else a cut to tum it in, giving commissions 

on referrals and new leads, like a pyramid scheme in reverse, more and more people 

getting involved, less and less cash coming down from the buyer. And someday, he 

fears, they'll come looking for him, some federates, the Gambling Commission, the Lotto 

folks, one some or all. Keeping it lowkey cuts the retums. Even if they slog through 

nine hundred numbers, can't attract the attention that bmteforcing the last hundred—just 

buy 'em all—^would draw. He's been trying lately for a big payoff, the six-number 

drawings, takes forever to just go through a few combos, can't even figure how many 

there are—a lot, yes indeed—too many to count. Better then buying, the equivalent of 

free lottery tickets, making saving a buck a minute, sure, get to testdrive a lot of losing 

numbers at no charge, but even then a winning combination is still real long odds. 

Sometimes my partner doesn't believe. Even when we win. Makes the daily task 

a grind. 

Sometimes the partner believes too much, not so good either, every combo shows 

him jumping that night off the couch, I won! I won! I won!, regardless ofthe combo, 

these can't all be the winning numbers, his projected reality overwriting his prophesied 

one. Safer when he doesn't believe, or believes with a rationale, thinking there's an 

inside connection, the scheme is an elaborate screen to launder the information, this act 

being the way of doing it. Fmstrating way to spend a day when that's the belief Still. 

Relatively easy money. Paid to sit and drink Orange Juliuses all day. No more mind 
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numbing than any number of other carpal tunnelish tasks. Here at least you can watch 

the people all day. 

A drag when we go ten-twelve hours and don't actually get the number, though. 

What does twelve hours on the right street comer net. That's the bottom line we 

measure against. 

A Place to Hide 

She walks down the hidden corridors, he down the public halls, they meet 

together in another shop, incense buming the nostrils ofthe high-school kids, moths 

atfracted to this rather than the perflime wallcloud that guards the entrances ofthe 

established retail outlets, this here ye olde devil worship shoppe, purveyor of voodoo and 

witchery and generally cheap and gaudy bits of shiny golden omamentals. That's the 

image, something forbidden here somehow not worth the trouble to shut them down, the 

guise of a rebellion from within that works well enough to keep a semi-regular cash-only 

crowd coming through, cardboard boxes of merchandise soft at the comers, color wearing 

off a bit, nothing tmly unacceptable here to the local mores, hard to argue for the price as 

deeply discounted as it is, even considering the steep markup from which these leftover 

items have fallen. 

It's a shock of recognition, each coming through respective door back door front 

door, eyes meet, drift. She's slapped with a deja-vu kodak moment, just saw him coming 

in some other store didn't I, while he's wondering more about her clothes, same girl if not 

a twin, did a quickchange artist switch ofthe clothing and arriving here, wonders what'll 
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happen if he leaves and walks into the next random shop on the line, but doesn't, moves 

forward again, checking her breast, no nametag. 

Sell much here. 

A lot of T-shirts. All black. What're you looking to buy. 

Business steady. 

We're right across from the collectable stuffed whatsits emporium. It generates a 

lot of fraffic for us. 

She slips on a black vest, nametag here. 

Vaska. Hint of dark eroticism. 

Just a shop name. 

This is not so far from any other darkened establishment, call me whatever you 

like, stay long enough to make it worth our while, is it just a professional interest or is 

there something more. 

I'll be eighteen in four days. 

So now for the first time he knows the full restrictive force of age-of-consent 

laws, state protection ofthe virgin fields, forests of Nottingham, he now the Robin Hood 

of ripe thighs, the sheriff a lascivious old bastard doesn't bathe shave or wipe, anyone'd 

be better than that, yes he'd take his chances against the filthy lawman, with the date of 

state release in fact measured in mere days now, isn't it just tmly just the letter ofthe law 

which he fights, the wolf with a badge on his chest a phantasmic manifestation ofthe 

system after all? Granted there's an age at which it'd be inappropriate. No one argues 

against that loudly. It is not his spirit which leaps up. 
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Or maybe three. 

Where love is sfrong, much money is spent. 

FiRure the Odds 

Let me get this perfectly straight, then. You mean you've been the one milking 

the lotto system? Miserable bastard. So you're the cause of my fall to perfume counter 

girl. I oughta tum you in myself 

But here's the really hard question. Has anyone even asked it? Is it, even, 

cheating? The whole point is to guess what numbers'll come up. What's the penalty for 

being really good at it? 

The penalty, bro, is your ass. And they don't ask the question because it's not a 

question that concems them. I.e., ergo, that is to say, they don't care. 

Why not Vegas? 

Would things be any different? The crime is winning itself With the retums 

always this side of a hundred percent, any winning over time is cheating, luck technique a 

friend the means don't matter. Someone's got to win, of course, to maintain 

appearances—^but they've all been chosen beforehand. 

Winning is a necessary component ofthe fiction. 

If the winner didn't exist, we'd have to invent him. 

Would it work in Vegas? Worth seeing if it'd fail? After a while what keeps feet 

planted is the superstitious fear, the lucky charm, the groove, the imwashed shirt, 

touching secret spots, the top ofthe bench the leaves on the tree the chrome door handle 
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on the glass doors. Place is as much a factor as anything, the replicable circumstances, 

everything exactly the same every time, once in always in forever in the zone, zone 

understood as a place spiritually and physically transcendental. 

But what good's the money if you can't spend it? 

The timeless sentiment. Name that tune. Get the money first and worry about the 

rest later. Take care of fill-in-the-blank and everything else takes care of itself Run for 

the finish line and nothing else matters, all that's irrelevant falls away. But then it's not 

just the linear living in the moment, it's the net that surrounds all, the star-crossed 

connection, the electric thread . . . you used to date him? Well, his sister's best friend . . . 

her sister had a friend who dated the brother of a friend of mine, or rather the nephew of a 

second cousin I think, but here we are now. 

I've read that book, too. 

How different this from the thousands millions of near-miss connections with the 

occasional single burst of light beaming between the moment at the counter, penciling the 

number bubbles, later echoed by the bubbles in the tank floating to the top, marked with 

numbers, tumed by the girl's fingers? The connection between a guessing/knowing now 

and a confirmation, the confirmative act, later. 

Eating at McDonald's one time he notices an unpleasant bulge in the bun, a 

finger, the whole thing, from the base knuckle, three full segments and two knuckles. 

Clearly a forefinger, a man's, ever notice how each finger has a distinctive shape and 

orientation, also a clear gender marking? Somewhere else a man with the handful of 

severed fingers, trying to get them put back in order for the paramedics, voice in rising 
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disfress and hysteria as he can't decide between the forefinger and ringfinger, pinky and 

bird placed easily. 

I'm sorry. Normally this isn't a problem for me. 

Did one like this last week. See the fingemail? 

Broken. 

That's the key. 

Later over donuts and coffee, this episode forgotten, they've moved into new 

conversational territory. 

Fetishes I don't understand 

She's a small girl. 

Still. The whole hand. 

We'd Better Leave 

The basic black is the outfit here, enhances the atmosphere, plus it's what all the 

high-school dropout or otherwise clerk kids are wearing anyway. 

We'd better leave. 

Who'll watch the shop? 

As if she worries about this, having already abandoned Peter to clerk for Paul, but 

in walks—^who?—^well, a boy she knows, first day on the job, looks like, reporting for 

basic training, ma'am. She grabs the whatsitcalled dial-a-punch machine. 

Maybe you don't remember my name. 
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If she ever knew it. In his case surely unfiltered identification. As if no other 

carried this signification. Those who deal in names can't dissemble among other dealers, 

the mark, or here its absence, clear to all who see. 

Jeremy. 

Missed you at church Wednesday night. 

That'll never do. Not his real name, that's secret knowledge and besides it 

doesn't fit with the stated goals and mission philosophy ofthe estabhshment, founded 

indeed on the principle of selling the whole experience, the Zeitgeist bottled sealed and 

certified, the store owaier (so the elders said, she being just a passing vagabond anyway) 

having never been seen or heard, hadn't stepped into the shop, a corporate magnate, 

apparently, holding his anonymity, perhaps a pmdent measure in the gag gift and novelty 

item business, plus a buffer against anyone following the money that comes from the 

oufrageous markup over wholesale that the mall location provided (not to mention the 

utter cheapness ofthe goods that shipped in from overseas), those in the stores always the 

workers who, though they might manage and supervise, have no stake nor idea in the 

ownership of these places. 

You need a shop name. 

Vlad? Always Vlad, sometimes with variations in the spelling, whether for 

distinction and variety or from simple ignorance, who can say. A Vlad has to quit before 

they'll let another one in, kind of like the Pope, in a way, names valuable enough to have 

plenty of reuse value, so the nym for this newly come wanker would have to be 

something otherwise. 
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Vanke. VAN-ke. 's Slavic. 

Out pops the plastic tab, onto a plastic slab, pinned to his shirt, deputized and 

official now, have fun watch the shop while we're gone and away they go. 

Through the cloud of incense and out the door they go, talking as they're walking. 

Thing is, see, it's complicated. 

Which Reminds Me 

nevermind. 

Someone Else I Am Said Sam 

His story: 

Imagine a fellow named Hump who makes a living in acquisitions, buying stuff 

that is, wherever the trail of stuff leads, scouting estate sales, having worked up from the 

early days of garage sales, this time going to something of a traveling gun show for high-

ticket trinkets and children's playthings, taking along a friend, more of a casual 

acquaintance, for the ride and maybe for a future as a business partner. Here it is 

sprawled across the meeting rooms ofthe hotel, inner dividers rolled back to connect 

each space into the larger whole, no white tablecloths and keynote speakers, just a floor 

tumed indoor flea market or craft show—or so it appears, appearances being deceiving, 

what with Brinks making pickups three times a day during this four-day mn, the biggest 

dealers in the field here. 
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You bring the money, you buy it, no questions asked. 

Hump gives out plenty ofthe green, a wad in each pocket, small bills in the left, 

large in the right, litfle purchase, big purchase, keep it straight, also a walletfiil of plastic, 

use only if necessary, all parties tend to prefer cash. 

Don't flaunt the cash. Might have to come back for a second purchase. 

Problem is he doesn't know quite what he's supposed to buy. He'd fallen behind 

on his reading, pages and pages of model numbers, descriptions, variations, current 

market values, and now isn't even sure what collection they're filling out today, let alone 

what particular item or items is or are lacking and desired. 

I'll start with the rows to the left. Meet you in the middle. 

Okay by him, who by now has realized he's left those notes in the hotel room and 

can't even fake it. Surely must be something they're selling here, he reasons, going 

booth by booth, row by row, all seems to be the same, stacks of little stuffed animal 

forms morphed into bulgy cotton-candy cartoon forms and colors, pink and blue pastels, 

orange and yellow and green and purple, stripes and polka dots, all so adorably cute and 

sized to fit in the palm of your average-sized male's hand or in a pair of a child's. 

Something about the ears of this one is strange: they all have ears, pointy ears, floppy 

ears, droopy ears, but the left ear on this handball doesn't quite match the right. He feels 

a special connection to this, all those teenage years he'd spent in front of a mirror trying 

to gauge the degree of asymmetry of his skull stmcture, fuming this way, then that, trying 

to see both sides ofthe moon at once. For a time his attention had focused on the case of 

zit parallax he'd contracted, a whitehead on one cheek or jowl being matched within 
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hours by a sister star across the baseline of his face ofthe same color and intensity and 

always in the exact same spot on the jaw or skin as the first: the pattem of pimples 

mirrored, his face a Rorschach test blot. 

Table to table, he suddenly realizes they all share this; it isn't merely a batch of 

factory-reject seconds but a distinguishing characteristic, the ears never match in this 

particular line. Indeed, by now he can't tell which table he'd first seen this, each blurring 

into the next, the wares remarkably the same from vendor to vendor, and the vendors 

themselves having similar appearances, tending to fat and slight amounts of facial hair, 

mostly without regard for gender. Some ofthe bits of velvet and fluff are laid across the 

table in swarms and clusters, others divided into freestanding rows of see-through boxes, 

one per cell, eyes facing forward. 

Staring at a wall of these boxes, he notices eyes directed back at him, a bit 

distorted by the angles ofthe plastic, just before he's knocked into the table from behind, 

the wall of cubes collapsing like cards over his head. 

Ahgeez. What a mess. Someone shoved me. Hehelps the woman who'd been 

making change restack the wall. Sorry, really. Did I break anything? I'll pay for h. 

They're sealed clean inside. No devaluation. She gives him the once-over, eyes 

scanning the whole package. You couldn't pay for all these anyway. 

She ttmis back to the folks at the open wares table while he digs around for some 

indignation and wonders how many of these he can get away with purchasing on Hump's 

account before being distracted by a tug on his pants. 
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Excuse me, sir, is this yours? Two little beady eyes set in the face of an otherwise 

charming girl who, he figures, sold cookies on the off-season for a bit of markup and 

profit, no doubt. 

Sure. He takes the wallet she hands up. Thanks. Take something for yourself 

A front-toothless grin. I already did. 

Leon puts the wallet in his coat pocket, not the time or place to be looking 

through it, then reverses course and pulls h out. It's not Hump's wallet. Instead of a row 

of plastic, he's got a driver's hcense, a new name (hard to pronounce, something Slavic), 

a sexual offenders anonymous card (wha?), one piece of plastic, and a new face, or 

perhaps not—it's not that he looks like the guy on the card so much as he doesn't not 

look like him, the face generic enough to be a template for fake ID for most anyone. 

Might as well fry. 

I'll take that one. 

It's a rare bird. Notice the ears. 

The ears seem two halves of a whole, a variation with no variations. 

Fifteen hundred. 

I'll have to charge it. 

Is he supposed to bargain and dicker? He doesn't know the mles here. Generally 

he knows, yes, to move slow, not go so fast, act cautiously interested, uninformed, 

present an affect to avoid her reaction, smelling fear, of raising the price, or even 

deciding it's not for sale, after all. Beyond this the subculture's rituals aren't known to 

him, more money than brains here, certainly. 
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Your card's no good. 

Imagine that. He holds the caged creature up to the light. Is it worth digging out 

the cash? And in the normal evolution of these things, which ear is the variation and 

which the original model? 

Idle wonder till it's snatched from his hand and, again, yes, just like the movies, 

the cans of beans just barely restacked and here come those crazy kids again, a shove in 

the small of his back sends him headfirst into the crystal pyramid again, once again in 

slo-mo. The grabber is quiet, though, breaking the movie paradigm, mnning off without 

a word, no sound, the saleswoman too stunned to say or do anything, though she'd 

prepared for such an event, attended the classes watched the videos, now having it 

actually happen live unable to remember what to do. And what's he to do, then, the 

object not technically his, still unpaid for when it left his hand—well, okay, he's game for 

the chase and off he goes. 

Stop, thiefl 

Whoops now, that's fairly bad timing for her lips to start working again, the initial 

shock wom off He's beating feet after the first guy and now some ofthe rest ofthe 

crowd's getting interested in him, but he's gaining on the point man, who's kinda slow, 

familiar even . . . well, golly gee, it's Hump in the front, and the knowledge—^well now, 

suddenly that's real problematic. 

It's enough of a pause for the fellow shopping with twin daughters dreaming of 

high school glory days to take him down into yet another table of wares, these in 

cardboard boxes offering a gentler landing, taking a beating from the impact ofthe crash, 
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tens of high-pitched fluffy voices crying out as the table itself snaps in two down the 

middle, the mshing crowd screeching brakes on around them, the cop and shopkeeper 

catching up pushing through the circle moments later. 

He didn't take it. 

Were they together? 

Whoever's in the vicinity always gets blamed. More often than not with cause, 

though the possibility of a frameup has a lot of attraction, too. The timing was dead-on, 

the perfect heist accidentally pulled off, no planning or conception, he the decoy mnner 

and innocent bystander. Time to improvise some lines: 

I, uh, almost had him. 

Can you describe him? 

It's horrible. Believe me, I'm as shocked as anyone. I feel violated, even. To 

have been shopping next to this man, to have him do this to me. Face in hands, muted 

sobbing. 

I saw them walking together. 

Ah, well. There's a story to be spun out of that, he's game for it, they'd bumped 

together at the door waiting to pay at the ticket counter, he'd been a few dollars short, 

needed to break a bill, you know, stmck up a little conversation, just the 

nonconsequentials, we're all here for the same reasons, right, both looking for these 

beanbag things, wife and daughter, you know, came alone as a surprise to them, and so 

on. 

We'll catch him. 
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I'll buy it when you get it back. 

Your card didn't clear. 

He'll leave a cash deposit for it, then, if that's what it takes, walking back through 

the mess left in the wake ofthe chase to square one, yes, will pay shipping and insurance 

and the rest if it's not retrieved by the end ofthe show, really did want that one, guess h's 

a pretty popular item, ha ha, he doesn't actually know anything about these, just had 

some scribbled notes from his little girl and had forgotten those, sure he'll buy some of 

the common ones, only fifty bucks a pop for those, got cash for it, not a lot of cash, you 

know, but enough for expenses, not as penniless as he looks, just a bh of a 

misunderstanding, will have no trouble buying it when it's recovered, hopefully it won't 

get impoimded as evidence or anything. 

The hired-gun security cop tumed detective's done totaling up the charges, theft 

and battery, snatchery, flight from an officer ofthe law, probably credit card fraud too, 

what if he gets the bright idea to go counter to counter looking for purchases that Hump 

had made, time to take the purchases and leave before the questioning started again, slips 

away through the crowd which is back to business as usual by now. 

Up in the hotel room he looks for Hump, finds a note, Wait for the Call. 

Hello? 

Did they follow you? Is this being recorded? 

I don't think so. What are you doing? 

Creating an alibi. 
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Hump wasn't desperate so much as fmstrated, had the money to cover it but the 

prices were way over market, that's what happens when you open up these things to the 

general public, so decided to save the money from the purchase and get one thing and go. 

No waming? 

Takes a lot of practice to fall convincingly when you know it's coming. Now he 

hears about the alibi part—Hump's wallet is in the nightstand drawer, right there, under 

the phone, next to the Bible, cards and IDs and all. 

Go be me. Charge stuff up at some shops. Get your face connected to my name. 

So easy to switch identity when it's a shared knowing, with the expectation one 

man one face one name one identity, collecting faces fingerprints bodies in imagery, a 

growing virtual collection, even those with aliases and multiple faces boiling down to 

singularities, a real definable entity behind each one. Two sets of papers, double books, 

counterfeit logs, like a tmcker running over time and miles. 

Pick up a girl. Or get in the paper, my name your face. 

Has to check out of this place, though, too easy for some clerk bellhop bagboy to 

remember that there had been two of them, even if he can't match name and face simply 

matching the pair together is bad, need to avoid that. If he checks in to the new place 

quick enough, maybe he'll be able to claim it as where he's staying in the first place, 

forget that he'd stopped and left tracks here—it is where all the goods are being sold, 

after all. Ask the clerk at the new place out for drinks, drop his (his) name a lot in 

conversation, give her a night not to forget, cement Hump in her memory, stay the whole 

four days until the show closes. 
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Of course don't tell her why you're doing this. 

Of course not. 

Hump, meanwhile, would find a hole and go to ground, live like a mole for a 

while, at least the rest ofthe week, won't do to be popping up multiple places waiting for 

the hammer to come down. 

I've got a name to maintain. 

Why not just have me, let me, buy h? 

It's a moral issue. Goes against my philosophy. 

Not merely the transfer of goods is what Hump's talking about, the flow of liquid 

assets to merchandise and back again, but the directions ofthe current count, too, taking 

money from one sfream and diverting it to another—^not even necessarily part of some 

larger purpose, as a way of cleaning up local eddies that were personally distasteful to 

him, no reason to give the middlewoman any more than he had too. 

End of story. 

When you have such a small life it doesn't take much to leave it in mins. Today 

it's up, tomorrow it's mbble. Big lives are hardier that way somehow. Or is it the other 

way 'round? 

Later developments find him mnning down an alley being chased by who, what, 

uncertain times and identities, in through a steel back door, down another hall. 

Here, you don't even have your mike on yet. 

Overhead speaker voice, so let's bring him out now, a girl, in tears, flinging 

herself toward him across the stage, fists flailing, bastard, the meaty bald white guy puts a 
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restraining arm across her torso, business as usual, until out comes the flick blade, sharp 

shiv, and where d'hell d'that come from, cameras, pat down, metal detectors, the usual 

security check'd fucked up somehow and there is blood. 

He's pulling back, fear reflexes in gear, let the experts handle it and they did take 

her down with force that'd have to be edited out if the entire sequence wasn't already 

shot, though a back angle cam had caught most ofthe action from an angle excluding the 

blade and the blood, so it might be bowdlerized well enough for daytime television. 

Cartoon violence is the acceptable pomography. 

But then the other girl is up too, her blood rising with the blood scent in the air, in 

blood heat, no knife but still out to kill, stomping at the girl on the ground with her 

dangerously sharp stilettos thmsting heels too close to the mercenary staff on the ground, 

there's an opportunity, a double punch to the knees brings her down quick, they're about 

to drag them backstage by their hair. 

Would you like a chair? 

We're still rolling. 

So obviously both these women feel very strongly about you, Fred. 

He eyeballs the audience eyeballing him, hard faces, without sympathy, waiting 

for the next break to the action. 

Tell us about it. 

I feel just terrible about what's happened. 

Fred. Be careful in bed. 
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He's read that book. Everything I Ever Needed to Know I Learned from Dr. Seuss, 

what does the stiing of strings signify, what cormption of original texts and language and 

meanings lost in communicative translation. 

We're airing live. 

Production delays. 

Please keep talking. 

We would like to remind our viewers of our dedication to a show with high moral 

values and family content, bringing us to the next segment, exploring the clever synergy 

of two technologies, the computer chip and the potato chip—^remember mnning a light 

bulb battery off of a raw potato? Same concept here, mn your computer off a potato 

chip, spud processor, Idaho gets wired, only problem is the maintenance, disposal parts 

cycle greatly reduced, the possibly of turnips, onions, etc., being investigated, though the 

current product line has the advantage of lower spoilage and olfactory effects, especially 

when the case starts heating up, definitely a needs for careful ventilation and sufficient 

fans for cooling. 

We'll have a ftiture with chips in everything. I mean everything. Not just your 

food, but all your food, have a Caesar salad for lunch and we'll trace the progress of 

every leaf, carrot strip, and crouton through your digestive system, intestines, out your 

bowels and downstream through the sewage system. 

And biodegradable chips! Just a little roughage if they break down inside. 

Of course this's all going to require plenty of lot of sand. 
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Predicting some beach shortages, buy that property now, though we're going to 

hit the deserts first, produce Sahara Silicon. 

Where the fuck is the read Fred, anyway. 

The problem is if they start handing out photos. Couple of names now but still 

the same face. 

Better to have one name and many faces? 

Car Wreck 

Staring into the fountain lightshow, all the colors splashing down, meditation for 

fire in water. 

Only once. I saw something in her eye as she was mshing for the outer doors, a 

flash glimpse, images more than words, big as anything, car wreck dead or dying. 

Grabbed her arm, spun and stopped her. Pissed her off the hurry she was in. Talk just 

say anything let the time pass. Intervention. Long enough to slow her down, miss the 

change of a traffic light, just by that much. A second later was enough. 

Seconds can be made up. 

She missed it. I saw it change in her eyes while I was talking. What could I say? 

It was all like a lame pick-up. I told the tmth as I knew it, you know, you were going to 

be in a wreck, your car, real bad, but us talking here a minute, you'll miss it now. She 

was like, fuck you, buddy. 

She ran off and met her fate anyway? 
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She walked off slow, don't ever touch me again walk, straightness of her back in 

black leather flipping me off on the way out. 

What if she'd looked back? Worth going to jail? 

Saw her again within the month. See her every week or so now. Faces are hard 

to forget. 

She keeps shopping. 

I did save her. 

The wreck? Someone else died. Presumably. 

Don't know. Didn't watch the news. Maybe no wreck. 

Maybe something worse? 

I can't see that far. It would've been bad, I think. Can't remember precisely, the 

text in her head mundanely horrific. Twisted metal broken glass blood beaten flesh 

darkness and bright lights and commotion. Vaguely that. Like flipping through a book a 

phrase catching your eye then never finding the phrase again, maybe never seeing the 

book again, but even if you did and read it cover to cover you'd never find the phrase, 

take it on faith no other way to take it that it was there. 

You saw it. 

Sometimes it drives me to try to catch every set of eyes going by. Especially the 

children. Spend a lot of time around the toy stores, kids' clothing shops. 

That'll get you in jail, too. 

Someone might walk by without me seeing. 

Seeing what? 
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Whatever. 

Time to go somewhere else. Lunch is over. Come with me. I'm a roving lucky 

charm leprechaun. 

Shark Tatt Ankle 

Given that it's forever, or nearly so, the altematives being painful enough in the 

flesh and in the wallet to leave reversals to the masochistic few, what deep discount 

percentage is worth being the sketchpad for an artiste in training? This perhaps is why 

the schools, apprentices leaming the trade, cluster near places where the clients come pre-

anesthetized, memory loss here being a good thing, the key details lost being not the 

what—soon enough rediscoverable—but the who and the where. 

And besides—^no worries about credentials if no one ever asks. 

Sometimes all that's needed is one piece of information. Knowing ofthe shark 

tattoo on the ankle is enough, or nearly enough, to identify the piece of leg that comes 

ashore with the tide. It's a good 80 percent, at least, would be the guess. Knowing the 

quality ofthe tattoo, its own particular distinguishing features, considered as an entity 

apart from the leg of which it constituted the distinguishing feature (although the absence 

of a knee and all parts above it could, at this point, be considered more of a distinguishing 

feature, except from the standpoint ofthe local coroner, who's taken the position that if 

you've seen one leg, you've seen them all, it's the snowflake variation ofthe intemal 

organs that's most likely to distinguish us one from another, ought to have a photo of 

those small intestines on the driver's hcense, never worry about fake ID again, eh). It's 
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complexified further with the bit of knowledge that a local tribe of surf dudes has taken in 

recent times to getting just such a tattoo as a mark to distinguish them from the rest of 

humanity as a whole—well then, suddenly certainty drops from a comfortable 80 to a 

number more exactly proportional to the size ofthe tribe, this number being unknown, 

though not perhaps unknowable and though certainly finite and certainly relatively low, 

as numbers go, and though no census data exists per se, one could surmise the tribe being 

a tribe and not some other unit group by definition being relatively small, with odds 

increasing (or decreasing, depending as always on point of view) each time another 

member is found and discovered to still, in fact, have leg and ankle and tattoo intact. The 

tattoos are precisely similar. Or so the tagline goes. And so we believe, until we come to 

know that the artiste did, in fact, introduce minor variations with each new ankle, ofthe 

sort that only an expert eye might see, no cmde Warholian repetition here, each a 

deliberate (let's not say flaw but rather) uniquely embedded marking, discemable if you 

were looking and if you knew what to look for. Unfortunately with the long work in the 

dark, the squinting, the surf and salt air and sun, his eyes aren't so good anymore, and he 

can't actually pinpoint the particular variation on this here leg (and even if he could, 

being a fairly weak recordkeeper, he probably couldn't do more than guess at who had 

gotten it or even when in the chain he'd done the work, making the information a broken 

link with no other end). In any case, as far as he's concemed, a kinship across the 

professions, a leg is a leg. At least talking about a dude's leg. If we further imagine that 

it then comes out in the course of investigation that there were and are, in fact, a pseudo 

shadow tribe of wanabi tribesmen, those who've gotten just such a tattoo in anticipation 
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of joining, in a display of reverence, in a blatant example of frankly pathetic copycatism. 

And some have gotten the tatt from the original artiste, some, once the original copy was 

embedded on the ankle of one falsely marked, have brought that one friend, that savior 

soul-brother to tribes a-searching, to ahemate artists, bootleggers—give me one of what 

he's got—so that a whole branching series ofthe tattistry has been produced, all more or 

less accurately reflecting the beingness ofthe blue shark, by an unknown (though here 

again finite) number of tattartists. Mix in liberally with a dose of somewhat substantiated 

rumors of a secret Norvegian sailor society who (it's said, they say) took the mark ofthe 

shark as their motif for companionship, motive unknown but not too hard to fill in the 

missing spaces, and not merely that but that the origination ofthe surfdude emblem might 

not merely have been coincidentally the same as the society's, but rather . . . but best to 

stop there. One would rather perhaps the leg hadn 't had the tatt to begin with. There are 

other ways to identify. 

Even if all you find is the leg. 

Fogbound Colhsion 

At the fountain, one of many but this is the one they come to, this one the peeing 

boy reproduction, convergence, he's at the fountain, she's with him, she's at the foimtain, 

he's with her, double dutch date, mano a mano, eye to eye. ft's the sound of water and 

the girls go off to powder, the boys guys men left to measure each other, whaddya do for 

a living for a label quick category sorting ritual. 

I buy. 
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I sell. 

How you know it's worth buying is you see someone else wanting to buy it, you 

imagine who and where that buyer would be, you move the sale to that crossing point. 

So I'm told. No expert myself Envision the buyer and she will come. 

Most ofthe time, the only reliable way to really figure out what's going on is to 

engage the otiier in a conversation, even just small talk bull, anything, a means a way to 

hold their attention a while. Otherwise it's socially odd that I'm looking them in the eye, 

no I'm not staring at you just happened to be looking in that direction unfocused my eyes 

cross funny when I'm looking at you I'm looking away and the other way round too my 

pupils are off-center or something odd defect at birth . . . People notice you staring at 

them. Worse, other people notice you staring at them, at the other, the someone. Only 

thing worse than being watched is being watched while you're watching. Savvy? 

Someone's looking for you. Someone's looking for me, too. 

Maybe we'd better stick together. 

Who'd think to look at the mall, unless, of course, that would be precisely where 

to look, irony or merely the sfraight reading, even then the obvious less obvious than it 

seems (thereby perhaps not obvious at all, error in precision in interpretation). 

Sometimes searching creates the finding, the sought created by the performance ofthe 

search. If the girls retum they do not stay long. 

Given the average time that any individual spends here, say a 22-minute trip 

although that's only ballpark, what percentage pass your table? 
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So say you have 5 bucks and there's an old magazine available but also a new 

one. Which do you buy? 

So Much for So Little 

Today's Featured Special 

Linguini Straps 

With Lace Rotini Trim 

They oughta put tables out front, make this a proper cafe to watch the world go 

by. 

As if the discomfort isn't already a factor, women shopping for hidden treasures, 

men shopping for women's clothes, the serious ones and the jokers, how would this look 

on me (half joking or half the time) or, most often, how would this look on you, can I get 

these few ten things modeled, she's just about your size (not that someone isn't already 

on to this, tupperware parties with satiny silky containers of a different sort—^but this is 

retail), though maybe not so . . . well. . . I'll take this. 

Barracuda it's a place that lends itself to skills, if he wanted to clerk as a 

salesman, what he could tell to another man, if he were going to give it to her that night, 

worth the sale or try something else? Not as many numbers as pick six. Not exactly 

reading minds, reading what happens, interpretation becomes everything. She puts it on, 

they gets it on, proving what. Filtered no less through the man's eyes. At least if she 

came in he could try to check things from the other side. That'd be pretty evident 

anyway, again, so back where it starts from. 
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Fun to hang out here once in a while. Reads like class rot. 

He makes a few bucks on commission now, having leamed the hard way the art of 

pleasing both masters. 

Don't buy it. She'll say she hates it. Money-back guarantee doesn't apply to 

used goods. 

This is art in fabric! 

Reward and punish helps him figure out quickly whose side ofthe bread needs to 

be buttered and whose roll needs to be jellied, not just here but in any ofthe shops that 

throw him a few scraps for closing some big sales, after his rough start of not so 

figurative frips hauled out the door hoisted by the seat of his seats for supposedly helpful 

comments. The correct answer is your wife will say she loves it and that works much 

better for everyone involved except the customer who, only half a dupe, knew it was all 

marketing anyway. The rah-rah approach tends to work him out of jobs, eaming 

potential only sensed, resistant to hard quantification, what value is a commission on 

something these customers were, surely, just about to buy, anyway? Glorified bag 

sacker. And if this one here doesn't buy, well, another one will. And did, another always 

coming through opened doors, the faceless crowd generating customer consumers. 

Girls make the best clerks, women trast a woman, men, well, the appeal ofthe 

male clerk is limited. 

Sfrangers don't always make the best customers, but familiar faces are expected 

to pay their way. The ones she sees repeatedly are the ones she's suspicious of Watch 

out for this one. He's always in here. 
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Your mouth is saying one thing, your eyes are saying another. 

Maybe you should read my fingers. 

There's someone I want you to meet. 

Staring at the customers all the time. 

Colorblind men buying basic black (is slimming). 

Get the WT-apping but not what's inside, get the coating but not the coated, use is 

strictly amateiu:. 

Less is more. Less costs more, individually hand-stitched at fifteen cents an hour, 

three himdred hours labor in each piece I swear we're barely breaking even on this, need 

an end-of-season sale to get the repeat business, taking a loss on every single thong in the 

store, you should see the size ofthe boxes this stuff comes in, Styrofoam protection 

(incidentally the use of Styrofoam as a component for homemade birth control devices is 

a field I've done some research in, first company ofthe kind going public soon, get in on 

the ground floor), so it's all got to go to make room for the new bits ofthe season, new 

colors and designs, your friends will love them, save when you buy three, expandable 

latex one size fits most, this year's color is toast, no roast, sorry, misread the labels, 

print's too small, sizes for all short and tall, don't rip the tag out and we can't take retums 

once they've been used and believe me—we can tell. We have ways. 

Don't forget to accessorize. 

It's not cheap but it's worth it. 

Close your eyes—it's a surprise. 
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Someone Looking for Someone Else 

Have you seen this man? 

Career as a Seer 

President Hopper, at his latest stop at a Phoenix area mall, reinforced his 

commitment to the American economy. Cut to tape. 

By God, it's a symbol of everything American. We're having one buih at the 

Whhe House. Just a few shops to start. Mrs. Field's Cookies. Victoria's Secret. 

It must not be real enough if the crystal balls don't work here. 

How do they know? Who are they? 

Fifteen homeless guys in a group, federal investigation, you've got to be firiggin' 

kidding me. One narc, one informant, one undercover cop, one SS (the other SS), two 

reporters, three kids on altemative spring break, the rest are hardcore and won't fess up 

but their palms are too soft for authenticity. A real downtrodden here? Just one? 

Dead man's chest. A mm deal. 

It's not working, Mr. President. Can I go now? 

If he stays out ofthe mall too long he'll lose it. Maybe we oughta keep him out, 

in this case. 

It's the damnedest thing, though, to build the thing and then discover somehow, 

someway, the trick doesn't work anymore. Or rather, at least not here. Yet another tour 

now being planned to spend most ofthe time campaigning at the malls, following the trail 
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laid down by touring pop stars on the edge ofthe curve (up or down, either way, crossing 

the line of steepness). 

This isn't a mall. 

And when it is, you probably won't die in your sleep tonight, Mr. President. 

Can't say much else. 

Ah, there was the mb. If he can't see anything, this is a waste of time, at best a 

sop for a superstitious boss, and that not such a good strategy of appeasement, either. If 

he could see something. Not saying that he could, but if he could, how much could he 

see? A security risk either way. 

Can't we just cut his head off, put him on some sort of life support, put him in a 

box? 

We're working on that. 

It'll be the wave ofthe future. Cabinet in a bag. Carry the talking heads with you 

everywhere you go. 

Sort of a bitch for the appointees, but there you have it. 

What do you mean, the Senate won't approve me? I've aheady had my body 

removed! 

This is not an appropriate time for a filibuster. 

Supermall 

Bigger is bigger. Is better. Springing up in a nearby plat of land is one of these 

supermegamalls, so big they've got the world divided into neighborhoods, each 
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neighborhood a mall in itself The organic extension is that these have become like real 

neighborhoods, one, the old growth, like an inner city neighborhood, in some disrepair, 

dangerous, man doesn't want to shop there alone after dark, you know, the merchants'll 

steal your teeth, for reals, I'm not kidding, use an exfra layer of dentugrip, extra security 

to pafrol the corridors. Some ofthe shops there, too, have an interesting selection of 

merchandise. 

Is this new? 

Hot from the, uh, manufacturer, you bet. 

Where's the instmction manual? 

This is a special edition. No manuals. 

And the box? This isn't the right box. 

Neighborhood community associations start to form, patrolling the halls, monthly 

meetings, dues, plans for renovation, establishment of community standards . . . All 

share a subset of stores, so to speak, not in a cluster but an identifiable group nonetheless, 

that seem to sell little, or nothing. These shopfronts with a shoe on a stand in the 

doorway, the interior well-lit, but only more copies ofthe same shoe throughout, on 

sparse shelves, the shelving uneven in the shadowlight to give the faintest illusion that 

they are different from each other, that it's not really so that they've all come in the same 

color, style, model throughout-and~hey, wait a minute~the same size shoe, and the 

same side of shoe, all left or all right, all 9s (or suchlike, does it really matter?). 

The rabe comes in to browse around demanding an explanation ofthe 

ridiculousness, but no shopkeep around . . . the odd feeling of being watched, however . . 
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. Leaving without one, the feeling afterwards that one should've bought it, anyway, no 

matter what, a shoe is a shoe. 

It's in the food, this court food, they salt it with the stuff, like saltpeter, you know, 

but different. 

Makes you buy. 

Keeps you coming back. Better you not buy today and come back tomorrow. 

Or the shop, same setup, with a book displayed on top of a stack of books, the 

same book throughout the interior shelves, geometric repetition ofthe same, this time, 

yep, there's a shopkeep. The author, apparentiy, or so one guesses from his face and 

from the face on the front ofthe book. 

So you're selling a book? 

It's not a book. 

Certainly looks like one. 

ft's not just a book, ft's me. ft's a lifestyle, ft can even be a religion if you want. 

Can I look? For a moment, a bit uncertain to crack it, touch it, pages going to be 

all blank or repetition ofthe same word same line whatnot but no, it really is a book, 

anyway, words, lots of different ones, some ofthe same ones, the usual sort of assortment 

more or less, sentences paragraphs pages chapters, chapter titles and numbers, table of 

contents, index, all that. Not very good writing, of course, that was to be expected, but at 

least it was there. 

Is it a diet? Or what? 
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Or then the one that has nothing. Isn't a closed shop, under constmction, or 

whatnot. Has the displays and the shelves, the clear plexiglass, the painted walls, the 

carpet, the lighting. Just no product. 

Art gallery? 

Performance art? Came to shop and found nothing? 

The Third-Worid Mall? 

The joke itself, of course, a joke ironical at itself, the Third World had malls, of 

course, not so primitive or backward as to do without that. Even caveman culture, you 

know, surely had them in the larger population areas, merchants setting up, here's one for 

the wooden club, here's one for the leopardskin loincloth/toga combo, here's one for the 

wife, complete with long hair ready for dragging, bone optional, here's the latest in fire, 

new shop with stone wheels opening up soon . . . 

Maybe you're just out of stock? 

The shopkeep—if he is the shopkeep, keeps walking behind the counter but won't 

make eyecontact, no tags or other extemal markings except the proprietary pace of his 

walk, stalking around—says nothing. 

A Few Adjustments 

Focus and direction. 

Zoom. 
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Policeman's fingerprint ID on his gun, credit card tracking, computer modeling of 

sales events, forty-one cents' difference in a day's take signaling a recessionary dip eight 

and a half months from now. 

He comes in one day and everything seems subtly, somehow, different. Hard to 

put a finger on it. A hairline crack in reahy. Tums out, it finally clicks, they've moved 

the stores aroimd, Mongolian CF style or Chinese Fire Drill style, take your pick, just to 

see. 

Well, not just to see. They've been doing some really quite sophisticated tracking 

and modeling, credit cards go through the computer anyway, not so hard to tap into that 

sfream and see what's flowing through. If customer X spends Y dollars in store A, then 

proceeds to store B to spend Z dollars (this being a gross oversimplification for the 

layperson crowd, the real algorithms far beyond mere single-variable constants).. . They 

populate the system with live data and let it run all night. The rearrangement is just a live 

extension of this investigation, the latest phase, special teams coming in at night and 

switching stores wholesale, moving stock, merchandise, computer equipment, the whole 

bit, the movement so subtle the clerks don't even notice the next day, even those 

obsessive-compulsive types who count the number of steps from outer door to inner-outer 

door of their professional abodes, the corridors having been fractionally lengthened to 

account for the movement (the few step-counters identified and treated well in advance, 

of course, a few aerosol deliveries of mind-altering mist substances delivered in the days 

immediately prior), the brain kicking in, uncertain of itself, surely not forgetting the 

magic number are we? 
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The tracking data is graphically shown, each person a glowing dot (a tiny $ sign, 

actually) moving from store to store, actual pathing modeled as well, surveillance 

security video and heat fracking combining with charge records to provide a story for 

each one, each one bearing the signature of a particular arc of movement through the 

mall, many similar but none exactly the same. 

Shoplifters? 

Natch. Got them recorded, too. Pick them up whenever they stop serving a 

purpose. 

So they are fracking her. 

Gremlins 

What we fear. Buying as a ritual of renewal. 

There are those who've specialized in the shop floor swindle, willing to do 

anything, work both sides ofthe aislefence, collaborate with management, a cormpt 

supervisor on the take, whatever it takes, put on a little green man costume and sneak up 

next to the little girl looking at the crystal animals, boogah boogah she wipes out the shelf 

in a crash and a scream and he disappears into the hidden passageway under the shelf, 

impossibly small, latches down tight magician's secret you'll never get this open from the 

other side even if you did think you knew it existed here. The outcome's predictable 

enough. 

I didn't do it, mommy. 

A mess. 
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That little green man did it. 

Ah, the saddest story, real loss of innocence, they don't listen to you now, won't 

ever, might as well lie about ft, can't prove the tmth ofthe absence of a lie. Even if she 

did see the man, and we see that she did, really was a little green man, not the sickening 

alien green but the foresty leprechaun green, Eireland, tugging at the metal shelf doesn't 

help any, a futile gesture she'll discover some day. 

He went under here. 

Classic move, mother goes to pay, shelf pops up so he can stick his tongue out at 

her. 

Mommy! 

If they msh, it's locked back down of course. Repeat as necessary. 

Not like it's all fun and games being a department store demon, a gremlin for hire. 

Because, you know, there's always the seasonal work, Santa's elves something more hke 

dwarves or midgets in the conventional view of things, method acting losing the weight, 

same pointed shoes but a whole 'nuff different attitude in the step. 

Neighboring Tribes 

Imagine a whole tribe of career clerks, a resume buih on clerkship after clerkship 

at retums desks, increasingly more prestigious, following wellwom paths, this creating a 

community in which it's not merely an illusion that it always seems to be the same face 

behind the counter—chances are, ft is. An upward ladder, climb long enough that the 

time at the top is limited, check the view then move on to retirement, head out to pasture. 
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so everyone else moves up a mng. Get-togethers in bars where the up-and-comings talk 

shop, industiry gossip, so-and-so's taken took the head position at the Macy's. The secret 

world of unskilled labor in retail. 

At the same time, a counter-tribe appears, again known only to a few, many 

individuals scattered but bound together at some primal, genetic level—the chronic 

retumers. The faces on the other side ofthe counter don't change so much, either. If 

they know who we are—well, we know who they were, too. Uncertain what deterrent 

force that knowledge generates, or even in which direction it vectors. 

Some have essentially criminal tendencies, a factor perhaps ofthe size and shape 

of their heads, only so much can be concealed by a good cut and style, the woman who 

wears an outfit for the day with the tags inside and then retums it; common enough, 

surely, but this not just for an interview, say, but as a regular feature of her workweek. 

Five outfits out on Sunday, five outfits back on Saturday, the credit slip a deposit 

voucher, free try-and-buy. Or the fellow always retuming items that aren't quite right, 

aren't quite what the shop has ever stocked; the wrong color, or the style off just so, or 

the brand right but the wrong item, certainly I bought that here, I'm sure of it, you must 

be mistaken, I've got it in my pocket, the receipt was right here, you must have it. 

Or the one who retums items that the store stocks but rarely sells. Oh, this one is 

a rare one indeed. We've only ever carried one. And here it is. Or the altemative. 

We've only ever carried two. Here's one and the other shmnk right out of here. A sticky 

situation. 

Beyond the merely profiteering stance, though, are the folks who just retum stuff 
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I just like to retum stuff. 

For some it's the act of buying-I'll take ft! One in every color! Although a good 

number of them have sufficient shame and mortification (and room, for a time) to just 

keep the stuff, goods stacking up in unused rooms ofthe house 

Others, though, buy just to be able to retum. The buying merely a necessary evil. 

They'll retum things for relatives, even. I didn't like the color, bearded with paunch, 

retuming colorful housedress in a size that would, indeed, be large enough to fit him, if 

he were to be in the business of wearing it. I'm speaking for someone else, of course. 

Sally. Yes, of course. 

Not to suggest it's always men. Or old men. Retuming women's clothes. No, all 

flavors of kink come through here, the woman who bought the whateveritwas, who said 

finally it was time to buy it, in spite ofthe cost, days later she retums it, still in the box, 

says she dearly wanted it, but couldn't spare the money, couldn't afford the upkeep. 

Rinse and repeat. The same box, in fact. As soon as it's processed out ofthe retum bin, 

she snaps it up again, finally it was time to buy it, this time. The box's shabby and 

beaten, creased, color's flaking away, soft and rounded where it'd been stiff and straight. 

Clerk takes to filling out the forms ahead of time, ten at a time, laying in a good supply, 

prepared in advance, a special section in the file cabinet for her entries. Sometimes they 

hold it in the back awhile, see if delaying the retum affects its repurchase. Invariably it's 

bound to be off the shelf again in hours if not minutes, the day and time of its retum 

seemingly no matter. As if she's camping for it, hidden somewhere among the 

housewares, unable to retum home, unwilling to leave to eat or use the facilities or 
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answer the mail unless it's with the box and its accompanying item. One shudders to 

think ofthe credit card statements, 24.90 on, 24.90 off, a striped trail ofthe item 

extending down the statement, unrolled criminal record style, one sheet length after 

another falling down along the floor as if a papyms teletype roll. 

And does no one call to ask, to inquire? Do only computers read the statements, 

the queer repetition never passing before eyes that would look, look again, goggle in 

wonder? 

The specialization of fimctions, the iterations across places, each location an 

echoed image ofthe others, beingness embodied in shifting forms that, overlaid one atop 

the others, blur the resulting composite only slightly, a space-timelapse image ofthe 

essential form. 

There are professional associations, gatherings, workshops and presentations for 

each subset, as elsewhere. The hotels are booked months in advance, conference rooms 

set aside for the annual Olympic games of any group large enough to foster intemal 

competition, the balltumer's annual ball, events for singles and doubles, fastest spin, most 

accurate positioning, delicacy of touch, artistic interpretation. Cable networks at the far 

end ofthe dial jockey to lock up the broadcast rights for years, each event broken into a 

dramatic hour-long narrative, actual footage interspliced with portrait background stories 

for each ofthe major contestants, tales of staying up late to watch the nightly drawing, 

the numbers unimportant, wanting to grow up with perfectly manicured nails to be just 

like the woman behind the glass. 

Form follows function—or function follows form? 
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The Mallburbs 

The hotel industry has been so successful here that the concept's being expanded 

for other housing options of a semi-permanent nature, time-share and retirement condos, 

linking right onto the mall. 

Who needs a car? 

When I retired, you know, how was I going to get the shopping done? 

It's all solved here. 

Smiling faces, a ready-for-TV promo. Not actual retired residents, no, just 

working folks who look like them, takes a few hours in makeup to get just right the 

retired but healthy look, aged but young, direct access to the fountain of youth, grandpa 

hangin' at one ofthe fountain comers with the younguns, some quality time with the 

grandson and all his nice little friends, let's get gramps some piercings today . . . 

Of course, then some folks decided that it'd be a whole lot more convenient to 

live at the mall if you were going to work at the mall. Thus the mallburbs were bom. 

Senior discount my ass. I've been taken by every store in here one time or 

another or both. 

In the hotel, if that's what you call it. 

When's checkout time? 

When, indeed. 

Don't you think they'll find me here? 
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First you need a shopping bag. Stuff ft full of stuff Here, wait. She's got a dozen 

other bags, folded up, each a container of advertisement, square-bottomed with the paper 

wire handles on top. He stuffs them in, tests the transformations, while walking around, 

pull one out pop it open fold the other and pop it and all inside, a quick inversion, the bag 

changes, suddenly he's someone else. Not the guy with the white bag, now the guy with 

the red bag. Change hands. Righthand bagman now. Use two, maybe, throw them off, 

or bundle it up and stuff it under your arm. 

Buy some T-shirts, the blue jeans and sneakers will work fine. 

Into a shop, khakis and button-downs, can I try these in the room? In the room 

the mirror reflects on his underwear. 

He walks out with them, another quick-change to zig-zag to the next store on the 

list. He's got a few different credit cards now, accumulating them along the way, not 

enough to make it all the way without doubling up, and if they're on to him with those . . 

. well, it's all up if that's the case. Just to use one will blaze a direct trail to him if they 

see it, the pattem of numbers a radar tracking his movement. The other identities make a 

connect-the-dots picture so much more vague, like a chart ofthe stars in the nightsky, a 

Rorschach test. What picture do you want to make? Enough dots to do just about 

anything. But there's software to sniff that out, too, uncover the trail even when it leaps 

the stream. 

Here now's the constmction of a new wing, in spite of some ofthe empty 

shopfronts he's been passing. And restricted access, no less. 

I'm, uh, the electrician. 
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Fortunate to still have the coveralls bought from the last shop, five changes of 

clothing stuffed in two bags now. Not so eye-catching here, except for their bright 

newness. The new one. Obviously. Always the bum with the paper bag bottle tucked 

inside these empty places. 

Back in the dust and darkness, it is quiet. What he really wants to do is sleep. 

But here are some schematics. Hmm, very interesting, the new plans, with the 

old. Flashlight spotting a good bft of it in a circle. 

And then. Isn't it always then, in a deserted room or cave or worse, anyplace 

quiet and dirty from disuse, in your most private moments, thinking yourself alone, that 

the voice ofthe watcher manifests itself? First the voice, then the person from the dusty 

shadows. Invariably a man or, if a woman, a woman with a gun. 

This, from the props room, is the raggedy bum. 

Like to look at the pictures, eh? 

You Be Me 

and I'll be you. 

The Doc Is Way hi 

Another place in the hall, a kiosk with let's call him Dan, services for sale, not so 

easy in a goods marketplace. 

Hi, Dan. 
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Dan is a professional forgetter. He forgets things that people hold on to, psychic 

disturbances, bad dreams, court orders, the like. 

Try me. Pay me and tell me your problems. 

It's twenty bucks, everything's twenty bucks now, the new dollar bill, and he tells 

him everything, Dan's picking his nose, examining his fingers, nothing seems to register, 

yet he looks up when the talking stops. 

Feel better? 

Nothing's changed. 

If I can forget it, so can you. 

How do I do that? 

Go see a therapist. 

He fingers the tiny metal no refimds sign near his chair, satisfaction is guaranteed 

and there are thus no refunds, everything will be forgotten. 

I don't think you even listened to me in the first place. That doesn't count as 

forgetting, does it. Just bad listening. Anyone can do that. 

Good point. 

Move Like the Wind 

From the schematics, he thinks he might actually indeed use the air-conditioning 

system to travel a highway through the system. Not actually in them, he'd likely get 

stuck at the first tum, and what an end that would be, when they found him. Or maybe 

not even finding him at all, his voice traveling ghostly for days into the stores, but not 
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enough for anyone to hear over the music playing, each shop's individual soundfrack plus 

the sounds from the larger system in the halls. Mall as movie complex. Combination of 

sounds vibrations notes the sequence rhythm intonation just right to trigger tears sweat 

blood semen. At night the janitorial crew, if they hear it, crossing themselves and 

sticking the earbuds of theh own personal music systems back in. Then silence and one 

day, some technician investigating long-term complaints of a blockage, or odd sounds, or 

a faint smell, would find him, mummified by the airflow, dried to a crisp shell.. . 

No, better to fravel on the ducts, the metalwork providing an easy transition from 

shop to shop. 

Not that the other consequent difficulties didn't remain. Having removed himself 

from the system, sustenance becomes now a bit more difficult to come by. Can't shoplift 

goods like a common thief, which is to say, he isn't likely to be very good at it, and 

getting nabbed in the process of leaming wouldn't do so well, either. That'd be the end 

to a quick ride, for sure. Instead it becomes a nightly act of dropping into back rooms, 

popping the door from there (most can be unlocked from that side ofthe door, anyway) 

then browsing the aisles at his leisure, in the semi-dark quiescent state ofthe store. 

Processed precooked sausages are starting to become a regular favorite delicacy for him. 

Thus the myth ofthe Secret Shopper is bom. Not to be conftised with the security 

undercover types who buy up some stock, a secret checklist and notes column being 

marked in their heads, taking down names from nametags, comments, time, 

professionalism, recording every detail though seemingly, to the surface, they're just 

ditzy customers not even paying attention to the change, bills and coins, they receive. 
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Later everything quantified and compiled in reports. Usually keeping the merchandise is 

part ofthe confractual bit. Is that enough of a scent to determine who the hidden observer 

is? There's mmored to be a clerk, the clerk's clerk, who can smell out the essence of a 

hired-gun shopper. The smell of someone else's money being spent. He gives them a 

broad wink, can tell, somehow, something about the way they handle the merchandise, or 

the money, especially, or the way they walk to the counter, untouchable signals that give 

them away. The women are somewhat more difficuh to pick. Not a challenge for him, 

really, but he can train just about anyone to pick out a guy who is shopping for business. 

The women aren't readable by any but a few seasoned disciples. 

And why shouldn't they keep what they've picked out? Profit-loss, if they're any 

good they could pocket it and walk with it anyway, actually surprising the number of 

petty thieves and shoplifters who've gone over to the other side to mn security or shop, 

some sort of quality control for the very folks they used to stick it to, not bad jobs, really, 

even modest retirement allowances made. Hard to walk away from the game, pangs of 

loneliness. 

Of course they never really tmst you again. 

Quitting cold turkey? Or taking the game to a higher level? Unknowable. 

And is there some sort of karmic connection between the quality ofthe clerk 

service and the incidence of shoplifting, anyway? 

What you pay for is the ability to fulfill the sudden purchasing desire. If you want 

it, we'll have it in stock. That's the pact. Your end is you are willing to pay for it. To 

stand in line to do so. Bets are off when your desire happens to be the same as the desire 
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of many others and we have a mn on the product. If your desires match the Zeitgeist, 

we're not responsible. Welcome to the club. 

There's not much profit in being ahead of one's time. Good markup but little 

movement of goods, and what you're stuck with depreciates fast as the time draws near. 

Reminds him of rooting through the boxes of dead relatives in attics basements 

closets. Hell we've got dead relatives stacked to the ceiling in some places, what comes 

of haying a large extended family. Stamps coins cards, baseball football whatever, toys 

frains model planes cars no dinosaurs though, practically no collectible value there oddly 

enough. The whole category of probably illegal and a threat to the state collections, 

personal dinosaur bones, munitions and armaments from various foreign (and a few 

local) wars, body parts, the head-in-a-jar type collectible, secret government and 

corporate documents. 

Here's the original order from Nixon to bust into Watergate. Not actually signed 

by him, of course, but still. . . What do you mean, is ft authentic? 

Also he's had a stint working the assorted materials associated with famous 

people category. How would one ever have a complete collection along these lines? For 

sale: one famous person's house, along with all contents, famous dead person's house 

and contents, that is, if he's not dead the stuff still accumulates, ft's to go to highest 

bidder, payment due in cash within 7 days of auction close. Pre-qualified buyers are 

invited to come early to root through said famous person's drawers, medicine cabinet; 

look under the bed, into (of course) the closet, check the linens. 

What happened to the experience after Jimi left the scene? 
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All the dirty details of daily life, what kind of nail clipper does he use, what kind 

of sanitary pad or is it napkin does she use? Which ofthe following are to be found, with 

what quantity remaining? 

Q-tips, cotton balls, pepto-bismol, ex-lax, athlete's foot spray, antibiotics just in 

case. 

Out of date, expired, wildly old (use before August 1985)? 

What are twelve hours in the life of Kevin Costner like? 

Money must buy a lot of quality time. Or a very nice collectible doll. A kewpie 

even. 

The beer bottle coUection. Cans for the common man. What's the imperative 

here? 

And then music. Music of course oddly enough being one ofthe few pleasures 

that must be enjoyed in real time. To have an excessively large music collection is to 

have that type of kingly fat, to say here is all this stuff that I'll never be able to use. 

LPs, now CDs. What next? LPs had a lot of longevity but then like dinosaurs 

suddenly disappeared ovemight. 

Where do you get these 45's from, anyway? Even the third-world countries sell 

CD players in their back markets and bazaars, in the dusty streets next to their fruits and 

vegetables, with stacks of bootleg recordings being pressed onto the new standard, the 

shiny silver discs. Enough to give a recording executive the fits, billions of dollars of 

revenue passing through these dirty hands. Fuck your American copyright law. Westem 

slavery. 
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Chess Sharks 

There's this shop. Odd little shop that it is, doesn't seem to sell much, what's the 

theme, hard to say, common enough fixture, leather briefcases, odd travel items and 

accessories, and—well—chess sets. All sorts, full retail, as if that's some sort of marking 

from on high, God's pricegun slapping down the tag, unknown origins of manufacture. 

Inside's a litfle kid, can't be but six or seven, maybe, ogling the sets, wood crystal 

bone or heavy shiny plastic, anyway, omate abstracted minimalist baroque all 

combinations echoing each other, the essence ofthe Westem tradition, eight by eight they 

stand ready to march. 

In comes the older gent, looking for a traveler's booshpah, whatever that might 

be, looked everywhere else, hadn't thought to come here first, you know, but if it's to be 

found anywhere, this is the place. Money's no object. ('Tisn't?). Regular sort of fellow, 

walking stick in hand, maybe time for a new one of those, too, white hairs on the backs of 

his hands, his head, his mustache, could be a riverboat king, contrasting with the boy all 

innocence, wide eyes, dimples and freckles in the right places and proportions, bom from 

a marketing designer's womb. The old man's got a gmff or grandfather kind of voice, 

take it either way as the scene demands. The boy, we know, will speak one step below a 

squeak. 

D'you play? 

I don't have a set. 

Some fine sets here. 
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I like the pieces. 

It's a hallmark moment, strings in the background, something sparks, the old man 

perks up, as if he'd thought the idea on his own. 

Tell you what. You play me a game. If you beat me, I'll buy you a set. 

And if I lose? 

No set. 

Which set? 

Your pick. 

Let's see the color of your money. 

A bit of surprise there, certainly, but he withdraws a plastic CC from his wallet, 

silverish in color but platinum in label, slaps it down on the edge ofthe glass counter. 

They use a Burma table for the set, pull up some display luggage (the full set in graduated 

sizes, the wee one just right for the boy, one ofthe larger pieces for the man) for seats, 

and engage, while out of nowhere an audience, freshly minted, appears, noses pressed 

against the outside glass windows, waving little flags, yes most ofthe crowd flying the 

boy's colors, to be expected, but a not insignificant contingent of grizzled park veterans 

doing the arthritic wave in the old farts comer. First move is king's pawn two forward. 

I guess I don't need to ask you if you know how to move the pieces. 

Your move. 

What had started as a charity case game, a brave bluff front with the expectation 

of finding an easy way to throw the game, applying just enough tension to give it form's 

sake, becomes a life-and-death stmggle, the boy taking the man's power pieces one by 
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one as the defense collapses. Time to castle, but the boy says, you can't castle through 

check. Through check? Say what? O and there it is, a bishop from a far comer angling a 

sniper's rifle or a knight having snuck up five moves back right where the king'd need to 

go, making the process a slow one over several moves to get that king under cover, now 

it's check, now again, and mate, it's mate. 

The crowd considers a riot of festivity before fading into the background from 

whence they came. 

Well, ft's not the most expensive one there that he picks, but ft's pricey just the 

same, though the man admfts the taste is nice, it's a set he wouldn't mind having, himself. 

even. 

Which set, again? Oh, this one, right. How much? 

He's lost ft fair and squared, maybe, and really, what's a few more, not just a few 

but nonetheless, dollars circulating about? 

We wonder at this point in the story which way it'll diverge, sharp chess kid 

triumphs, gets set, takes home to play, to beat the neighborhood kids, to set up the chess-

by-mail games he's running with an equally sharp inmate, which he doesn't need to lay 

out, carries them around in his head, can replay the last 47 moves (which is the entire 

current game) in his head, pieces sliding around, a simply boring animation but visual in 

his head nonetheless, so laying them out is merely a playing out ofthe manifestation of 

the invisible and absent Other . . . is this the kid that we've been watching? Or is it the 

kid who's got a whole wall full of these sets, stored in boxes, displayed, whatever, 

trophies from his games, like pink-slip racing, only more civilized (who'd take a man's 
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car away from him, really now?) Or is it the kid who'll hand the set back to the shop 

owner after the mark's left, pocket his cut, wait for the next feller to come through . . . 

What's Lacking 

From a found notebook. 

Having hooked up two cameras to two computers which were perhaps ten feet 

apart we found we could talk to and see each other. Not exactly like the first moment of 

Alexander Graham Bell. Frankly it was more exciting as kids to take string and wax and 

tin (not really tin, of course, that standby aluminum) cans and set up communication lines 

through a chain-link fence. Perhaps it was the fence, the spatial division, visible and 

solid in spite of its holes, that made the difference. Consider the friend with the laptop 

and the laptop-mounted camera in the Himalayas, broadcasting a live signal to a satellite. 

As you can see it's very cold here . . . a harsh, unforgiving place . . . somewhere around 

up here's the dead bodies. We'll try to spot one for a later broadcast. The equipment 

keeps freezing up, though. 

The increasing exponential volume of desire for novelty as a function of society 

and time rather than a function ofthe individual and time. No longer is it a matter of 

growing old and jaded and tired of years ofthe same. Now novelty is a function of 

society's middle-agedness. Vis-a-vis the Gerber aisle at the grocery store—more choices 

than ever now. But these tots've never yet had the opportunity to try the old choices, let 

alone grow old of them and begin to lust for something new. Which is why the old jokes 
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always work the best. And is why teaching becomes such a burden of personnel deja vu. 

One is always dealing with those uneducated in what one is teaching, a continual cycle. 

Haven't you leamed this yet??? 

And the faces and names change slightly, but never very much—more like they 

rearrange, dancing marks reconfigurating into familiar names and faces, in new 

combinations. In his classroom in fact it's evolved into a ritual of destiny, the first day 

calling roll the entrance ofthe new in the old. 

Bob. 

Bob? 

Bob, there you are. Answer when your name is called. 

But I'm Luke. 

Of course you're Bob. 

Ofcoursel'mBob. 

Sally? 

On it goes, the christening of another group, traditional putting down its quirky 

ways onto the uninitiated. The last individual in the class's wearing a black pointed 

cowboy mustache. 

Brenda, you need to shave. 

And so ft goes. On the next day the routine is settled. 

Bob? 

Right here. 

Sally? 
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Brenda won't shave, but answers with a voice not quite so deeply husky raspy 

today, either. 

There are other, hidden, secret destinies entwined about this ritual which yet 

remain to be seen. Bob of course is the student who in each lifetime gets the gentleman's 

C. Sally gets an A or fails the course, depending on her general perkiness during class 

discussions (uncertain destiny, unpredictable personality, up one day, down the next). 

Brenda usually manages to make the grade by sleeping with the professor. After a few 

weeks of studying within the roles, everyone can feel the weight ofthe past, ghosts 

hanging out in the classroom in groups. All the Bobs sit together, of course. The Sallys 

who do show up spend a lot of time arguing with each other and the others. And a 

surprising number ofthe Brendas tum out to have thick mustaches. 

Novelty as a function of reincamation, incomplete memory wipes. 

The mall urchins off the census and tmancy radar, all the world a school, a 

complete education right here on the shelves. Good enough until the new schoolhouse's 

built. 

Herrod's Funeral Home 

Managing The Mall. A Professional Development Seminar. 

It's not so easy, is it, creating a harmonious milieu among the variety of 

storefronts, not due so much to aggressive marketing by mall management as by mini-

recessions, enough to clear out a few spots each time, a patchwork constantly refilling, as 
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well as factoring in non-discrimination laws which pretty much mled out any chance of 

refusing good green money. Sold to the highest bidder. 

Thus Herrod's Funeral Home has come to have a slot near one ofthe anchor 

stores—not on the main corridor but on one ofthe branching side corridors that lead to 

altemate entrances/exits to the mall for those who eschew using the anchors as portals to 

the greater wealth within the whole motherlode. Convenient, really, for the processions 

to the cemetery. Not to mention being also conveniently located near an ATM teller 

machine. 

Not so different from the hot tub extravaganzas, a little showcase room in front, a 

few coffins spaced out on stands, and the viewing room in back. Mall space is always 

limited, though, and the plan is pay by the square foot, so occasionally, when business is 

good, they have to keep the extra bods in the coffins up front, in the showcase, and rotate 

them in and out with the one currently being shown, sign updated daily, Peterson I l-l, 

Camios 1-3, Guiseppe 3-5. 

Easy to tell how business is going if you're in the know. Walk by and count the 

number of coffins in the front room with open lids, the number with closed. 

Oh My God. There's a body in there. 

Yes, Ma'am. I'm afraid that one is sold. 

There're bodies in all of these! 

It's been a busy month. Plus our half-off sale through Sunday. 

Shock and secret fascination. Later another supposed customer, same routine, 

you'd think this was candid camera if the bodies would start knocking back on the lid 
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(don't even get me started on the delayed reactions ofthe freshly balmed, bending at 

waist forehead knocking against the velvet-lined lid, thump thump thump). 

Ehm . . . how much for the body? 

Sir? 

Just for a little while? For an hour? Retum it to you on time, as good as new. 

I can't. . . 

How about for some ofthe parts, then—something that won't get noticed? 

They'll never know it's missing. 

Maybe you'd better speak to the manager. 

What's it cost to rent a place like this? Going rate? 

Sir? 

I was just asking. There's no commitment to buy if you're just asking, yes? In 

my counfry . . . In my day . . . 

I don't think we can help you. 

Maybe I just like to haggle. No desire to buy. Why does everyone get the wrong 

idea? 

Everyone wants to get a good price. Just because. Even if not buying. Virtual 

shopping. 

The only problem in the early years was the sound wiring. Way back when, 

unless the leased unit personnel were prepared to rewire it themselves (read: at their own 

non-refimdable out-of-pocket expense), the individual shops were wired into the mall 
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muzak system. "Helter Skelter" on flute and string quartet backing was typical. 

Nowadays they have their own soundtrack for viewings . . . sounds about the same. 

From scribblings found in a desk in the back ofthe shop, next to the Styrofoam 

budget-line coffins. I'm a mortician which is really too bad. Every time a mortician 

comes into a story, it leads to necrophilia, thinking about it, talking about, whatever. 

Usually not doing it, of course. Like a nuclear bomb. Just the suggestion is enough for 

most. Who knows what I'm capable of Don't bring your pets along. Not any different 

working at the coroner's office. Taxidermists do okay. I'm just no damn good at lying. 

Hard to dodge the occupation question at the bars. Being mysterious doesn't help much. 

Once they find out your job, what you are, they figure you're just weird for having not 

said anything in the first place. Really kills the conversation. 

Name one miniseries involving a body worker (there've been ten or twelve by 

now) that didn't have it going on. Or the tease of it. 

The Back Row Moumers 

Mr. Brown's job is to escort the bodies to the funeral. Corpse escort. After a 

while he begins to notice a pattem. The same faces at every funeral. Not in the first few 

rows, but toward the back, a repetitive grouping. Not to suggest they were together, as 

certainly that didn't seem to be the case. Rather, a set of disparate individuals who 

separately and collectively composed the back row moumers. 

Can't find a plastic surgeon who knows how to make a decent cunt. 

Have to work with what we've got. We don't do miracles on facials, either. 
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So we looked in the yellow pages under butt sculptors, someone willing to finesse 

the flesh. 

It's not cheap, but I'll tell ya, the surgeons beheve they're worth every penny of 

ft. 

My advice. Marry one, let him do his work on you, take the divorce and the fat 

cash settlement. 

But then who would ever go under the knife again, quietly blacklisted in the 

networking that one's sure is always going on in spite of any direct evidence to that point. 

Although there's something in the image of a surgical groupie, moving from man to man, 

reshape her in your own image, pliable from previous incursions, shedding hips thighs 

breasts as desired, add a lot here take away there, why be subtle, topic of conversation 

sitting around the exclusive cabana clubhouse in enormous milkywhite clear breast 

unplant-styled bean bag loungers (thanks Dow Coming), silicone that molds to your butt, 

talking shop, I love lipo, it's the same msh, you know, as approaching a really filthy 

toilet, just practically covered in crap, and cleaning it up, even a little bit of work and it 

looks so much better, no complaints from anybody. 

Everyone remembers the first time. 

Tell me about it. 

Ever wander in off the street, look around, touristlike, cool air, stained glass, 

shadows, mass in Latin, slip in the back, feel the power, even not knowing, watching 

without being watched, the drama playing itself out at the aftar. 

I met someone here once. 
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Go to weddings? 

Tried that. Not the same. 

He knows the church is the place for getting bom or getting dead, but he's pretty 

sure that they're not allowed to screw (or screw around) in the church. Fairly certain. He 

can't bear the thought ofthe confession that would have to follow and, too lazy to go 

somewhere else for absolution, continues to harbor the very small hope that there wasn't, 

explicitly, a mle against it. What if, say, social order collapsed and they had to live in 

fortified buildings, cathedral homes, stone outposts against the chaos outside? Couldn't 

very well let life cease to exist, the show must go on and all that, the laws ofthe church 

not the laws ofthe world. Still, he has a suspicion. 

Father, I've had camal knowledge of another in church. 

In my church? 

There is no 5* amendment in heaven. If these walls could taUc. 

And then there was another film, video, to be precise, in which I took two guys in 

my ass. At the same time, that is. Then jerked them off into my face while a third took 

me from behind. 

Also in the ass? 

Not at first. That was just the first scene, though. There were seven total. 

You remember all this? 

No. I'm reading this from a printout, a review from a fan website, ft has detailed 

synopses from my 47 earlier appearances, too. I don't remember any of ft. But I've got a 

copy ofthe video, and it seems prefty accurate. 
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This is all the absolution I can handle for one day. I just started here last week, 

you know. 

What if I get hit by a car? 

A detailed account of all this isn't really necessary. 

I need to clear the backlog. I've got another shoot scheduled for next week. 

She doesn't seem to be affected by the scare of certain death, naturally immune to 

the killer bug, perhaps, what is it that gives some people a free parking pass, resistance 

that can't be seen but is surely there, no artificial protection needed. Not a failsafe for 

everything, for all the smaller health risks and troubles, something will get her someday, 

but not this and not this day. 

Do I know you? 

Have we met before? 

Come here often? 

Favorite funeral pick-up lines. After a while the sense of awe from the cold stone 

shadows wears off, you start to feel normal, no more mystic haze in your head, get a 

sleepy hardon in the back row, complain about the hardness ofthe bench. 

Actually I've been hard since the first time we came here. 

Faith is a scary thing. The smell of celibacy. 

It's hard to like these men. 

I've never thought that. 

There are many first times. Virgin territory fetches the highest price. 
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Sometimes a body washes ashore and for a period there's a change in the 

landscape, the focal object too heavy to be removed the way ft came to be placed there, 

so the shore differs from the desert, tending to bury and unbury the body in cycles, like 

an uncertain gravedigger with obsessive-compulsive tendencies. 

Is he really dead, then? 

Were the eyes shut? 

The hands folded? 

Is the coffin sealed properly, nagging thoughts, lack of faith and doubt keeping 

him awake at nights, propelling him up to dig, full moon half moon no moon, digging 

digging digging in the graveyard. 

Certainly it keeps the teenage kids from coming to make out among the stones, a 

real-life haunted house ghost story freak, not knowing any better, they report him to the 

authorities. 

Police chief out on duty, maglight in hand, coming across the field. 

Cold tonight. 

Why don't you tell me about yourself and we'll have things straightened out in no 

time. 

I've always had these secret, well. 

Me too. 

Has this been going on long? But then the roles change, the speaker becomes our 

gravedigger, and our man in blue is getting a little ofthe doctor's moves put back on him 

himself, a technique he'd thought he'd beat in his therapy sessions during his ex-marriage 
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to his ex-wife and her ex-marital counselor, reclining in the fresh-dug dirt, damp and cool 

and soft with the sound of shovel in dirt before it scrapes bottom. 

Hiding Out 

One thing about this place. Except for the shops selling electronics, and a few of 

the inside sitdovm establishments of eats and refreshment, the communicative throat of 

the TV is silent. Which is good for, let's call him. Bob, breaking the diet of processed 

entertainment, the flow ofthe signal something of a passively onanistic ritual anyway, 

confrol ofthe remote control, itself a metaphor for control in the electronic age, remotely 

alone. 

How long might he stay in here before someone recognizes him? The beard is 

growing out, and he's stuffed the rest of his head beneath the traditional paparazzi cover 

of a baseball cap. Add a camera around his neck and the shorts and shirt of a vacationer 

and he blends nicely, except in the retinal registers ofthe regulars who mark the print of 

his shirt if he's not changing it regularly. 

Is it all the chase, then, itself a metaphor for sex, the cartoon cat and mouse, 

coyote and roadmnner, everything? The fiscal transaction, the ringing ofthe register, 

when it's pounded to dust to be analyzed, what report comes from the lab, what pure 

element forms the essence of it, American shopping the mark of a great repressed psyche, 

a dysfunctionally collective unconsciousness? 

It is a place of umequited yeamings, time and temporal marks ceased within, 

always at a temperate level, neither too warm nor too cold, always a pale glowing of 
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light, neither too dark nor too light, the only real fluctuation the number of people in a 

shop, in the hall, the overall density. A larger mall nation protected better from the 

vicissitudes of extemal season and whim, the very size drawing in people as a magnet, 

offering an almost continuously large throughput of people and thus a more 

homogenously reliable experience from hour to hour, day to day. Local perturbations are 

still noted. Investigations ensue. 

Even now, at night, empty, there's a low hum, a white-noise blanket covering 

everything for the night. A sound that is forgotten quickly, that it's even there, after a 

period one must concenfrate to hear it again, to remember. It doesn't quite cover the wet 

schlepping sound, though the direction is indistinct. 

If they enter the right parameters, is it able to track him? Even his wanderings, 

escapes and hidings? 

Yes. With the right parameters. 

What if he knows they're tracking him? 

You just compensate. There's a parameter for that. 

A parameter for, what? Paranoia? 

Of course. 

Don't Use These Words 

Don't use these words. Singly or in combination. Rattling off a list. Gangbang 

or gangbang, stuffed or snuffed, blown or blown up. Hand up in the air, got a question, if 
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we're not using these words singly, doesn't that pretty much preclude their use in 

combination? 

Smartass. 

ft's not, confrary to popular opinion, a fatally fragic hamartiatic flaw. The 

uncontrolled uncontrollable urgedesire to announce oneself as such, however, is. 

The customers may use these words. That's fine. You don't. These are the bad 

words. Later we'll go over a fist ofthe good words. 

I want to retum this. Well, ft used that word, and I just don't read that kind of 

language. 

But you already read it. 

Just once. Then I stopped. 

But it was only used once. 

I wouldn't know. I stopped. 

It's a classic. 

It was the first word. 

Conversations may be taped to ensure good customer service. 

Oh, you'll like this one. It's just like the Adventures of Winnie the Pooh. Except 

without all the sex. 

Here? No, I don't think we've got any offensive material here. 

The collective conspiracy of ratings at any given screening of videos, or does it 

start earlier, in pre-production, script creation, the formative moments? At casting? 

If we're the stars, you'd better write in a scene where I. You know. 
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Don't you think we already have? 

We can't just write that in. 

But I want to. 

I'm confused. Is this a scene where you? Or? That's quite a difference. 

It's not related to the plot. 

Change the plot. 

Do it here, right before the assassins break in to kill her. 

Do they? 

Do I finish first? 

No. 

No what? 

Don't any of you know anything about movies? 

Voices fading in the background. Wait a minute. What do you mean, body 

doubles? And what's wrong with my ass? 

For a poor white boy, movies are the only way out. Aside from real labor, of 

course, but that's a drag no one gives up valuable time to pursue. Easier to be a star as 

there's lots of them out there, always room for another one in the sky. In the meantime, a 

job's ajob. 

Skinny kid, fat kid, dirty kid needs a shower. This is the wait staff. Which, you 

know, the skinny kid isn't all that skinny, and the fat kid isn't all that fat. But someone's 

got to play the roles, and they're the closest ones available to accommodate that. 

If I were working next door I'd be the skinny kid. 
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It's an ice cream shop next door. 

It's all about sampling. The homogenous composition of quality products. 

Something that's blue is tme blue, blue through and through. Scratch the surface, it's still 

blue. Take a cross-section. Still blue. Reliable. Down to the bone. Sohd, soiled, 

sfraight through. Pop entertainment. Someday they'll have a machine, maybe one now, 

grabs a couple of seconds of any song, it'll tell you what it is, who it is, when ft is, covers 

or originals. Better than the average clerk bear, doesn't get Badfinger tunes confused 

with Wings or late Beatles. But but but. People can already do this. They give away 

money for it every moming on the radio station. And that's just a lottery, you know. 

Time and attention substituting for money, the poor man's currency. 

You're missing the point. It's about the reliability factor. I've been arranging the 

movies, see, by how reliable they are. At the front end are the ones that aren't only 

sohdly WYSIWYG, but they're from a pedigree of it. Actors who deliver the goods, 

time and time again, always the same way. We know them on a firstname basis. Sly. 

Clint. Bmce. 

Bmce? 

Bmce Mach 1 and Bmce Mach 2. Like Deep Purple. I've got separate lineages 

for them. 

Then there's the row with the contaminants. Sample it in most places and you'd 

get a good taste, but there's that one spot that, if you bump into it, you'll think you're in 

the wrong place. The ones on the back end, see, there's no telling with them. They 

disappear randomly from the shelves. Their titles and starring cast change when you tum 
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your back. Sometimes they'll come back, voiceover in English but lips moving in 

Chinese, with French subtitles at the bottom. From what started out billed by a corporate 

zimbie as "a hght romantic comedy." 

Isn't this just genre? 

What, are you a snob now? If you want to paint with broad strokes, why not say 

they all have actors, a beginning, an end, they're all the same anyway? Why bother with 

the finer detail? 

Here's one that doesn't fit the categories. No actors. Continuous loop playing, no 

beginning or end. 

That's Greatest Fireplaces, Volume 14. 

Do you know the history? Not merely what the cover reveals, but how it is itself 

a story of courage and sheer determination, the overcoming of great technical difficulties, 

the story of a young artist, all that. Young fellow, name lost to posterity, sitting with 13 

volumes of Greatest Fireplaces to live up to, the footage already in the can for the 14*, 

his can, not his footage, but his can, so his footage now, too. And, sure, it looks easy, as 

if anyone could, with enough time and a bit of training, do it. But the trick is to find the 

loop point, the place at which the image can retum to a state at an earlier point in time 

and thus continuously loop till the power's killed or the tape breaks or the end of 

civilization, whichever comes first, money-back guarantee in some of those events under 

certain conditions. And he's watched every one ofthe first 13, and he can identify the 

loop points in each, can wam you as it's coming up, put down your drink and popcom. 
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don't want to spill it, hurry it here it comes right THERE yes there it was did you see it? 

Don't worry it's coming around again in 5 minutes and let's see, now, 52 seconds. 51. 

The real difficulty, you know, and now here he is talking on a podium, accepting 

the Oscar, please, take all night, we're recording this for a frill franscription later, 

nonetheless men looking for a spare program to scribble notes down on, women 

surreptitiously and not so symply baring their breasts at him, tossing undergarments onto 

the stage, his acceptance speech fuming into an impromptu Q&A session and general 

lecture on the method, the rest ofthe awards forgotten, the essence, as I wrote in my third 

book. Looping the Loop, is finding a point of regression in a one-way process of entropic 

decay. It's all well and good to find a loop in a fellow doing a samba step-sequence, 

sooner or later the chap'll pass through the same space that he's previously occupied, 

then it's just a matter of juxtaposing them in time, and wa-la, the time-space continuum 

matter is solved. But a fire in a fireplace, buming logs, cinders, ashes, infinitely multiple 

changes, not to brag, but that takes real talent. Plus it's not like we were able to shoot 

endless rolls of footage of fires, thousand monkey logs in flaming typewriters, that sort of 

thing. We had one shot and one roll, and that was it. 

Unaccountably, the amazing thing, in all the frames, he was able to do it, a master 

puzzlemaker picking out the two pieces that were exact mates for each other, and here he 

is now, the unnamed editing hero ofthe day. 

The editor's cut, available in limited edition, does include as a special bonus a 

scene in the tradition ofthe great comedic-monster movies, the errant creature left in the 

charge of one-who-does-not-know, the main keepers retuming . . . what? you gave him 
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cheez-whiz? you didn't, crashing through the door to the room where the one is kept, and 

of course all hell has broken loose, a creamy aerosol heaping helping of chaos, the 

soundtrack fast and punchy to accompany it, similar in the related genre of comedic-brat 

movies, though not with quite such the edge, the ugly duckling alien always redeems to a 

final cuteness, while the brat keeps the edge that makes us think that puppy-dog tails, or 

something darker, really are in the mix . . . 

This is the reserved section. 

What happens to pom stars at 50? At 60 or 80? We've never had a chance to 

find out until now. Easier to imagine when they all just kill themselves in their 20's, no 

worries about the aging ofthe body catching up with them, the dangers ofthe profession 

and—really, especially, the lifestyle—landing them in the same spot they'd come to 

anyway. 

Since the operation her nipples have been hard all the time. 

Dear diary. 

It's been twenty years now. 

Vintage lust, the man who wants to make love to a statue he's seen, famous, not 

actually possible, of course, particularly with the security, but nonetheless, the tantalizing 

thought ofthe model, who, surely, if there ever even was one, is dead by now, though, or 

changed into another woman. How prone the female is that way, changeable, her body 

mutating from one state to another, the ridiculously obvious, change of hairstyle, diet, 

exercise, and she's another woman, even without surgery and such. Not so, so much, for 

men, only two modes, thin Elvis and fat Elvis. 
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Modeling and the like, call it what you will, is compellingly enticing given this 

bodily rebirth. Be one woman for a few years, fiack for the buck, then become another— 

probably not the one she'd've been, certainly not the one she started off as, but a nice 

change of pace from the grind ofthe business. When the time's up, let the dye rinse out, 

or don't bleach the roots and let ft grow out, or lose the wig, if she's the sort who thinks 

ahead, get the gap in the teeth fixed now, dermabrase the signature tattoos, perhaps, if it 

worries her, though they'll be hidden from now on, the easy money on screen in a 401k, 

free to be who she wants now, clear ofthe day-in day-out grind ofthe working sisters, the 

anonymous prostitutes ofthe city. 

Hard to give up the body, though, thin and healthy and socially acceptable, she's 

willing to have her ass tattooed as insurance against weight gain, check it in the mirror 

for distortion each day, distortion equals diet, a recognizable face, the cheeks filling out, 

sitting on that face all day but the color as bright as ever, wonder what it does for the 

face, some karmic connection, feel like I've mn into a brick wall, the oddest thing. 

What are the random odds of a house in the middle of nowhere, surrounded by 

farmland, containing the sought ftem? A chance to poke through the house, the attic, any 

other storage areas, for unwanted ftems, antiques or otherwise, for purchase, like an old 

trader, carting goods on his camel from one area to another, moving goods from those 

who have them and value them little to those who don't and who do. 

Or to sit at the food court and wait for the item, or person, to come to you, that's 

another way at it. Her face hauntingly familiar. 

My sister's in the industry. 
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A younger, smoother self, less modified, less adjusted, it's hard to fake once a 

certain age is reached, the camera less and less forgiving, the hard tmth of technology, 

filling wrinkles with makeup only goes so far, the smooth surface not even a good fake. 

What do you see? 

Wrinkles filled with makeup. She wears it too thick, a mask against recognition, 

really, she looks 10 years younger after the take is a wrap, and most of her distinguishing 

characteristics can't be seen in a tank, shorts, socks and sneakers. Her body contours 

don't even look the same. Hard to translate dimensions in media, magazines and movies, 

into real-life images unless you work on the border ofthe capture every day. The 

photographer can match the prints in the film to the real hand, likewise the filmmaker the 

bulge to the leading hunk. The rest of us walk in ignorance as they walk among us. 

The Long Joumey 

The job interview, in a back comer of a Wendy's in Upstate New York, with a 

Lord Humpenpumpen, ofthe Ohio Humpenpumpens, had been simple enough. 

What do you collect? 

Nothing. 

This is a conflict of interest question. What is it? Stamps, coins, matchbooks, 

what? 

Nothing. 

Full disclosure is required. Tell me all. I've already had the investigation mn on 

you. The ubiquitous brown folder slapped on the table. Come clean. 
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He searches through the little effigy of his apartment in his mind, easy enough 

with one room and most everything in boxes. Like things I've kept a long time, you 

mean? hi a box, a bag full of valentines from the sixth grade. The bathroom, 

complimentary hygiene products from name-brand motels. The kitchen, seven years of 

condiments. Three years of Playboy from the late seventies. A couple months missing, 

though. 

How many months? 

Two? The eyes squinting. Three? The skin relaxing a bit. Three. Three months 

missing. 

Which three? 

Dimno. You got me there. 

Hump is a man who understands, and how could he not, in this business? He'll 

cover the costs of individual habits, help his men grow their collections. A man who 

understands the business from the inside is valuable as long as he's not competing for the 

same goods. Full disclosure is necessary, he emphasizes, leaning forward, friendly-guy 

hand gestures toward his chest, hands cupping invisible breasts. Deep inside we're all the 

same. Good fringe benefits. Just don't do it, don't even think of doing it, behind his 

back. 

No collection. No problem. 

Since then, he hasn't yet seen a collection he's able to muster more than a passing 

interest in. So far nothing any of these men, this network of day-in day-outers, has been 

collecting seems worth the trouble, let alone the money, except simply from a cold, 
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calculated profit point of view. Resale is the key. So ft seems, except that most of these 

collections never change hands till the original owner is dead. 

Maybe you're just lucky that way. 

His first day on the job was accompanying Hump to a private showing of a 

friend's collection at the art museum. 

You paid how much for this piece of shit? 

He needs to leam to show some sensitivity here. The first mle. Show some 

respect. Granted, it is, after all, the crowning piece of a lifelong devotion to crap, an 

offalized collection of manure of unparalleled quality. You don't just trip over shit in the 

field like this every day. This is the market's most perfectly preserved piece of fossilized 

dung of a dinosaur. Understand it from the owner's point of view. Walk inside his 

wallet a mile or two. What greater reward for a man's life of work? Even without the 

fifty-thou cash reserve he'll probably still be able to retire . . . if the stock market holds . . 

. of course then there are the maintenance and storage costs to be considered—controlled 

temperature and humidity cmcial—^not to mention the air filtration system . . . he can 

always resell it, if it comes to that. Even today he'll be able to tum a quick, small profit. 

How it'd come from Nebraska to New York, soon moving to Chicago, is a story 

in itself Special shipping of course. Should've left it in keeping at a museum . . . bu t . . . 

what's life if you can't surround yourself with objects you absolutely adore? His face has 

a glow. 

I first saw it at a public showing. How pleasured I was . . . how pleased I was to 

leam they'd be selling ft off. An auction to raise funds for the other special collections. 
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Nosepickings of antiquity and other objects of emission and excretion through the ages 

lists the details of this discovery . . . ft's on the shelf The hsted location of this collection 

piece is out-of-date, of course. They've promised me to fix it soon in the new edition. 

There are consumer tie-in deals to be considered, as well. An investment for 

income, even. A book deal in the offing—The Long Journey. A docudrama told in a 

narrative style resembling a fiction, ft being the main character. An exciting plot. 

Cavemen, cavewomen in leopard skins. We're working on it. Happy Meal toys, a series 

of eight. 

Just a city boy but. . . looks like a cow turd to me. 

The janitor now arrived on the scene, leaning on his mop, adds his own spin. My 

brother cleans out them elephants at the zoo. Sometimes they get blocked. They order a 

case of ex-lax. A box case I'm talking about. Slip'em in the peanuts. You know how 

quick an elephant goes through twenty-five bucks worth of peanuts? All of 'em loaded. 

And then watch out. In fact the knock-off business, illegal bootlegs apart, was a 

profitable outgrowth, too. Take an evening's collection from the elephant pen, shape 

them a bit in the patented mould, swab 'em down with a glaze, another secret recipe, 

bake 3 hours at 250 degrees in the oven (a lot of people do this at home, starting off 

small, lacking the backing to buy the professional equipment until things really take off), 

and you have authentic reproductions. Ventilation, lack thereof, is how the SS catch 

most of these do-it-themselfers. 

Nearby is a sketch ofthe final resting place for it in Chicago: a sinosaur squatting, 

familiar T-Rex pose with a few modifications, angles and degrees of joints suggestively 
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posed, a slightly pained look around the eyes and teeth ofthe head . . . too much meat in 

the diet, perhaps . . . haven't firmly decided on the lifelike environmental diorama option 

yet. 

Crap like this oughta be kept under glass on a pedestal, don'tcha think. 

That's the other option. Already I've had to hire extra security. We're insured. 

Only Lloyds would take it. Particularly given the mmor of a rogue bunch of acquisitors 

from a prominent New York fecal gallery, known to be on the loose, possibly heading 

upstate . . . where they would strike next . . . 

Guiseppe. 

Eh? 

Let's go. Cut the wires. 

In a nutshell, they've considered the classic methods of insertion and removal, the 

drama and tension of coming in through an elaborate underground tunnel system, plans 

and blueprints taken from city records and an inside connection, all that. It's scrapped, 

finally, on the basis that it's more cost-effective to drive a van through the picture 

window. They've concocted this particular plan as an altemative. Instead, if that doesn't 

work, it's back to the tunnels, with the element of surprise lost. 

The plan is quick and easy and successful. 

Careful, Guido, careful! 

Eh, wait. 

It's not the real thing. 

SmeU. 
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Taste? 

A clever fake! A forgery! We have no time. They wiU be here soon. We are 

discovered. Our information is bad. 

And yet they place the piece in the compartment ofthe foam-lined custom-shaped 

carrying case and take it with them. 

Perhaps we will ransom their decoy back to them, eh? 

Living for weeks in the back of a Ford panel van. ft's not all glamour, this job. 

Next 

Public service announcements for the masses. 

A place for everything. 

And everything in its place. 

Are You Bob? 

The timelessness here, inside. It's like Califomia. Imagine being inside in 

Califomia, Russian dolls. The controlled temperature, nice glossy plants, fountains, neat 

new stuff in shiny plastic packages. Early walkers passing the marked mileage in the 

floor along the way. The wingless duck story. Hiding out here, what better place to get 

lost in the anonymity ofthe crowd, faceless American consumer. His contact is here. 

That's all he knows, waiting for something, not knowing what. Another item for his list 

of goods? 

He sits down across from a young girl, alone, smiles at her. 
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Then a man at his side appears, then another, shadows from the trees. 

Are you Bob? 

Uh. No. 

You look like Bob. 

I'm not Bob. 

You fit the description. 

I'm defmftely not Bob. 

Bob was supposed to be here by now. 

I can show you some ID. 

Move real slow, mister. 

He's fondling the edge ofthe card, absorbing the information, looking for traces 

of Bob. Doesn't seem to be him after all. You're the fourth guy we've checked since 

noon. 

We're here for Bob. 

A muffled scream as someone flashes by the girl and snatches her up from the 

seat, heading for the food court. They give chase, dropping (or do they?) the ID in the 

process. 

Time to shuffle back into the video rental joint. It's the FBI, Charlie Brown! In 

later years Chuck's got scmffly stubble across his face, munching down on some 

brownies, Linus tums out a bad influence. Hides a hell of a lot in that blanket. 
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Blowiobs bv Bettv 

The chain phenomenon sweeping the country, individually licensed franchises 

reporting to a central national network. 

Walking slowly, he passes the shop under renovation, boarded up, sounds of 

constioiction high-pitched squeals and whines of machinery chewing wood metal plaster 

behind it. New store coming soon. 

Passing again at night, everyone gone, he's poking his head inside to see how far 

along the work is, see if the workmen've left any spare twinkles. 

Hello? Raspy voice in the darkness. We're not open for business yet. 

Who sits in the darkness? A thin dark man with a haimet, needs a shave, previous 

experience with massage parlours. 

Are you Betty? 

There is no Betty. 

Underground 

National Emergency Plan. 

There are things you start to miss. Like dirt. Real dirt. Evenif you venture to the 

outer doors, dash outside a second, holding your breath, and so forth, it's all a sea of 

concrete. Nowhere that you feel you could dig a hole straight through to China. 

In fact, the hole to China project is temporarily offline, plans being revamped, a 

new entrance site sought. Undemeath the mall? Who'd think to look there? Dirt, of 
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com-se, is exactly the issue, moving the excavated material out. The scientific feasibility 

ofthe project has been questioned before, you can't go straight through to the other side, 

you know, need a detour of some sort, twisty tums and the like. And, well, even with a 

sfraight shot, you wouldn't want to walk the distance, want to take a frain or something, 

be sure to pack a lunch. 

And hell, you fry to arrange something simple, just a little project, nothing big or 

fancy. Next thing you know, it's going to be the site for a command center slash 

emergency bunker. Frankly according to this we'll save whoever happens to be in the 

mall tiiat day, plus the sfragglers, the guy who in the face of mass global destmction and 

nuclear winter decides to stop at the mall on the way home for a few magazines, some 

reading material, or for a pack of cigs, although why he's going to a mall dmgstore to 

buy those we don't know, guess he's thinking if everything's going to hell don't have to 

worry about the ol' lung cancer no more, but moreover, and this is the part that's a bit 

confusing, he can't stop at the thrifty mart on the way home where he'd normally have 

bought them because he'd kicked the habit with them, nope not my usual today, and he 

wouldn't want them to think he was weak or anything like that in the face of adversity. 

And the mall is deserted, which isn't too surprising, but the stores, too, so he grabs the 

pack of cigs from behind the counter, everything bright white and fluorescent in here, 

leaves a couple bucks on the counter, just in case, heads back toward the doors out. But 

something's wrong, the doors are blocked, some concrete, what's this, the doors seem to 

be sinking into the ground, or wait, the ground's rising? No he's sinking, can feel it in his 
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gut, that sick elevator feeling, not just the doors but the whole complex is sinking, 

sfraight down, just like an evil underground base. 

And then how to get any others, family, all that, well, an aboveground bus stop is 

a way in, but then the problem of all the cars piling up out there. Over the top the giant 

doors have closed, a new grand metal parking lot, could leave 'em there for a while, sure. 

How do you bring it back up? 

You don't. It's a one-way mechanism. 

Why go to the trouble of setting up a retum-trip that's never intended to be made? 

The cost overmn was significant as it was. Plus, see, setting up such a thing only 

ensured, in some cosmic way, that it would he brought up, even though in most ofthe 

scenarios, even the ones that predict a bright new day to come, there is no need. But a 

button, you know, still, have to have janitors and such in the new world, who'd be 

cleaning up one day, what's this do? And woosh we're off again. No, a better failsafe 

than that was needed. Just don't build ft. The first part of the word is faft. And the 

second part is safe. Your point? Invariably building it would just lead to someone 

wanting to show the girlfriend how it works, one night, which if they wanted a test mn, 

would be fine, could even be discreetly arranged, but the breach of security outweighs the 

test value on this scale. And in any case, the decision for a one-way drop is what was 

implemented. 

Okay. Nobody panic. 

We've got some special instmctional videos here. 

Welcome to Armageddon. By Lt. Col. Mack Farthington. 
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Hello. Wooden voice, head tums slow to follow the changing camera angles, 

eyes in delay looking in the wrong direction with every switch. 

And so America's heritage is going to be preserved. No matter what. 

At the bottom, the gearing has gotten stuck, or something, but it doesn't quite seat 

itself the way it's intended to. Like an elevator car that doesn't quite arrive at the bottom, 

but the doors open anyway. The mall doors, designed to now swing inward, into the 

underground complex, won't open. 

We'll have to crank it down manually. Maybe take these doors off the hinges for 

a bit 

And then the lights keep flickering. Generators a bit msty, not literally of course, 

they've been liberally oiled, just not used to carrying the whole load, underground 

operations still very much in the constmction phase, this jump to full operation has come 

earlier than anticipated. 

What sort of social experiment is this, really? To populate the next go-round with 

a random cross-section of people found one day in a mall. Just whoever? Not one of 

those ifyouhad a boat or a rocket ship or bunker or space capsule, or whatever, and you 

only had x amount of spaces, and x plus n people looking for a ride . . . or was it n spaces 

and n plus x people? Anyway. One group goes and one stays, or whatever, left to throw 

shells on the seashore and the like. 

Weft. We're fiicked, eh. 

There it goes. 

Why couldn't I have been the doctor, by God? The doctor always goes. 
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With an assortment of chicks to be impregnated for the next generation. The pair 

of faggots left behind, naturally, some chicks, too, but not the Top Desirables. 

What about the pom star? She isn't ever in any ofthe experiments we've heard 

tell of, this jury of peers. 

So the chosen ones are off, ascending in the sky, or whatever, and you watching 

them can't help but wonder, what if that spark tumed into a flame and then kabloeey, oh 

fucking well. And a bunch of us guys who should've at least done debate or something, 

made a good argument for ourselves, here we are, should've had that chin surgery. 

Want to fuck? 

Not so tough for the guys, except for the Garden of Eden problem, the final 

solution isn't so monogamously crafted after all. Really, what does it take to start from 

square one, one guy to keep the girls in rotation, geese with golden eggs. Got to keep 

him healthy, of course, getting the eggs laid. But back to the image ofthe seasheUs, you 

know, life hasn't been destroyed yet, looking at the smooth colored pebbled beauty ofthe 

shells. Maybe you'll even live your life out, who knows how many years are left till it's 

over and we're all done for, miss the calculations by a decimal point place or two and 

things don't look so bad, suddenly, imagine the surprise passing through orbit, bored with 

space flight already. 

Look at this. I've been going back over the calculations. 

Lifespan so hard to determine, depends on how fucked up things were, the 

method of fuckup, that sort of thing. The common sentiment mostly ofthe God I can't 

flicking believe this is really happening sort, but then over the years and generations how 
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many people facing death have felt this same way? Sure this is the death of all life and 

civilization and all, but still, in that always-present greater scheme of things, it must rank 

right up there in the top three common responses, oh fuck, oh shit, O my God, not 

necessarily in that order. 

Back in the mall, the situation doesn't fit the game as they knew it, now just 

random selection with the right place right time element strongly coloring everything. 

Good ol' Darwinian selection in fts tmest most random form? 

Not exactly. 

Not so? 

Well, honestly. None of you people were supposed to be here. Nothing personal. 

The Monk of Waldenbooks 

A new dark age. 

Everything in the room suddenly incredibly valuable, frreplaceable now, these 

mass market goods. Each overflowing with the signifiers of a culture forever gone. As if 

these weren't market goods themselves, chosen and designed by corporation forces as 

much as anywhere else in the mallworld. 

Maybe everyone needs a tatt. Or two. Group and individual rates. 

Well by God we'll have an orderiy society here. 

This bookstore is now officially the State library. 

This is the nation. 
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Someone must come forward to take care of things, who knows when another 

shipment'!! come in, the clerk who pulled the bad shift is in charge now, figure out a 

lending system instead of retail (luckily he's got some time in a video store on his 

resume), now hke a monk of ancient times, these here square-cut scrolls of wisdom have 

to last the ages, too bad for the cheap newsprint edition, uh, well—we've got an acidfree 

Shakespeare, here, which, you know, the irony ofthe gods, simply because only with 

omniscience could you get the joke, but Shakespeare everywhere in the desolation 

becomes kindling, because everyone knows there'll be another copy, but pretty soon 

they'll all be gone, every single one, except this one edition, the acidfree copy which 

wasn't however waterproof and will be lost in the coming leak, a veritable flood from 

above, precisely falling, taking out only the stack of specially reserved books. The 

anonymous rot writer next door, though, his (or is it her?) works survive the next two 

thousand years, but ol' Will's face becomes somehow fransmuted into the face of 

Anonymous, that mustachio and coifed balding picture, who is that, on the tip of my 

tongue . . . so thus also is the celibacy of librarians a thing passed from ancient times, a 

bequest conferred upon countless oldmaid librarians when man left the library cave in 

search of wild game. 

Whoa, back up there. Jack, just a minute, you mean I can't? If I'm running the 

books? 

We could make an exception. There is some clergical precedent. 

And in the book it was written don't shit where you eat don't eat where you sleep 

don't sleep where you shit. 
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Suddenly the need to preserve weighs heavily on him. And everything would be 

kept, now he knows, yes everything, no kindling here, no matter what the material. The 

old tax preparation guides, yea they will be kept, all the magazines, last issues aft of 

them, just renewed the subscriptions, too, yea, the table of dollar ninety-nine remainders, 

all will be kept, the way to preserve them will be found, the lighting will be kept low, the 

air confrolled, temperature and humidity, security gates, all of it, until it's easier to get 

bullets and beer than a book in his new order. Somehow the knowledge of homemade 

stills, not photos but distilleries, is preserved, this probably in the genes, a DNA sequence 

with constioiction tips and recipes if you could read it, play it backwards to hear a Beatles 

song, just need to have your Junior DNA Decoder Ring, the messages passed down 

through the ages, a lot of scrambled junk but on the whole enough reading to keep the 

desert island stay light enjoyable and relaxing. 

As the days go by, it takes its toll on them all, him especially, day into night into 

day, bloodshot eyes, clenched teeth, who's dogearring the pages, bad habits die hard, 

don't they. If you want your own copy, you'll have to transcribe it yourself During 

designated hours. Don't crack the binding if you know what's good for you. 

Not that writing materials are especially abundant. What you get depends on who 

you are, same mles as ever, few notebooks for the hoi polloi, the roughnecks who can't 

write anyway, surely, have to settle for odd bits, a sheaf of hallmark birthday cards, cut in 

the shape of baby bunnies and ducklings for a young child, writing an epic poem in 

hexameter in the spaces in-between, across the middle and back, harder to write on the 

fuzzy bits, the envelopes pink and blue offering clear seas after the winedark expanse of 
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the bearlings on the cover of seven ofthe set of twelve, those especially near the bottom 

ofthe pecking pole get the cardboard toothpaste tubes, unglued and folded around, 

everyone compiling a joumal of every feeling and thought and spare quiet moment alone. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, remarkable similarity among the accounts emerges in later 

textual comparison. 

Sensitive souls are tom between the desires of consumption and conservation. Do 

I really need to take this ex-lax? Probably not, given the toilet situation, which isn't such 

a pleasant topic, particularly given the low stock of TP, one ofthe downsides of just-in-

time delivery as a business practice, not to mention being three days into a loss-leader 

sale featuring the soft and puffy stuff. Contrariwise, the ex-lax is due to expire in five 

months, due to poor rotation techniques among the clerking staff Use it now or use it 

never becomes something of a counter-philosophical movement. Between that and the 

lack of decent shower facilities—though it's mmored that the command center has them, 

though the masses' access is restricted to the common mall areas—and the abundance of 

certain items, namely the toiletries section ofthe high-end department store, bottles and 

bottles stacked front to back on fully stocked shelf areas, a lifetime and more supply, you 

couldn't use this in a lifetime even if you could've afforded it, way past a free test spritz . 

. . well, given this, the women were starting to smell like refugees from a high-priced 

French whorehouse. And the men. 

What constitutes rebellion in the face of near-certain anarchy? It takes a certain 

cognitive gymnastics to discem what that would consist of Here, then, the youth are 

happy and compliant, either because that's what would go against the expected course of 
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events or, failing even themselves to figure that out, they've taken the only option left to 

them, bitching and complaining seeming now just beside the point. Or perhaps there's 

yet another option, one which simply isn't attractive enough to them. Not yet. The 

young girls have, it must be noted, stopped seeing themselves on magazine covers, in 

spfte of said covers' preservation, with all that this entails. 

And one stray doc is left to set up shop, a fellow former ob-gyn tumed rhinologist 

tumed now GP. He's got the white card but not much to choose from in the way of 

facilities, a few ubiquitous eyeglass shops with mostly unusable, inappropriate 

equipment. 

Doc, it's my stomach. 

Which is better? AorB? 

With quiet huddling the pastime, the need for triage is thankfully limited, a few 

people banging into trees in the dark when the generators' power is shifted away. He 

holds mostly Denial Clinic, when the old folks come in to talk about their arthritis, 

assorted aches and pains, as if they're making a visit to longtime specialists aboveground, 

as if their days aren't spent passing the time in these underground shafts, waiting for 

something, anything, to happen. With this kind of business, he needs some help. How 

can he being hiring, what's the pay? 

In the old days the pay'd be a couple chickens, maybe, feathers and chickenshit 

all over the floor. Today the pay is a cut of whatever unusual find someone's come up 

with, one big scavenger hunt, here's what we'll bring the witchdoc in exchange for good 

karma, his primitive essentialist role surfacing in all this. Here's a few cases of frozen 
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creampuffs that we've recovered from one ofthe shops this week, the refrigerator units 

still running. 

And no coincidence, what with a refrigerator repairman on board this vessel. 

Well, you know, it's something I do on the side. Got busy one summer with one of them 

correspondence at-home courses. Also certified in gun repair and animal husbandry. 

The skills are useful, no doubt, for the couple of mall security guards who've 

come along for the ride and about whom certain people are growing increasingly nervous. 

Well, uh, who elected me? 

Ok. Ah, so, don't shoot anybody. Let's just start with that. 

He determines he'll be a Moses to his tribe here. It's a new life, you know, leave 

the old one behind. Forget the past, get to the basic bare essentials. Painfully a one-way 

exfraction, having tasted the future, and all that, we're amputees ofthe modem world, 

lost teeth in rotted gums. What does it matter what we may have done before. Where is 

the old morality now? 

They could go for that. 

What famous personality has ever married his greatest fan? Or her if you prefer, 

either way it never happens. Although, it's tme, getting a position as personal assistant or 

bodyguard or official taste tester doesn't hurt, or babysitter, too, but doing that's nearly as 

impossible. 

Someone will get the job. 

How do you get to be that someone? 
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Feeding hopeless dreams, one suddenly doesn't know how to respond upon 

meeting famous people, one must take the notion that they're sfrangers, strangers who 

resemble someone once seen or known in a dream, a drowning sense of being at the edge 

of remembering. 

Of course ft's easier if you don't immediately recognize or are told who the 

celebrity is. 

The longer without knowing, the better. 

Who are you? 

Triggers a look of gratitude or, more often, scom, what cave of heft did you just 

crawl out of, not know who I am, another tall tale, tell me another, how big can ft be this 

fish story. 

He's feeling the weight these past days, always wondering, do they know who I 

am, not in a particularly ego-centered way, just wondering how and if they'll react 

differently. They always do react differently, except in the few places that see so much 

celebrity that it hardly matters. 

And you would be? 

Humility or arrogance the only proper responses—even here, there is the 

hierarchy, such that a few faces cause that spark of heightened recognition to leap to 

people's eyes. For the most part, though, it's fuck-you service for everyone, an 

expensive luxury for pretending to be where one has no such status. 

In the real world, one is always looking for the moment of recognition. 

Do you know who I am? 
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The signals are always in the eyes, he suspects something, he knows I'm 

somebody but can't place me, he thinks he knows but doesn't tmst his own eyes, he 

knows and is about to ask anyway, one of these is tme. 

And sometimes he can see that they know, and yet they act as if they don't, a 

shared secret kindness, finding a wallet fat with bills on the street and retuming it to its 

owner without having even counted or looked at the denominations within, an act of 

purely generous spirit. And yet, the announcement... 

I didn't even look. 

He never quite knows how to respond to this, in the analogy of people who might 

only find such a billfold once in a hfetime, yet he's the man who's perpetually losing it 

out of his hip pocket, tumbling across the cobbles toward the gutter, usually the retum 

costs a few bucks, but, really, what's a few bucks to him, it's the currency of privacy 

that's the issue, a better metaphor maybe is the man walking around without any pants 

on, penis dangling in the breeze, who'll notice, who'll comment on it to him, and for how 

long, and which few will ignore it, giving back dignity to the emperor. 

Hey, uh . . . 

Nevermind. 

Perhaps then it's finally an issue of respect. And the time, the consumption of 

time. One can never be in much of a hurry. The hurt, broken feelings. The children and 

the teens, still children themselves. Fragile egos all in a row. 

How do you do today, Mr. Ford. 
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And yet sometimes one remembers the days of minor celebrity, of attention 

offered politely, from a sincere desire to be pohte, if nothing else. 

Would you sign this? 

Have you a moment? 

Though he's been sitting at the table for the befter part of an hour without such a 

request, or filling days of supporting roles, not even 2nd or 3rd choice, available as 

special featured guest only because his fee was more in line with the budgets of these 

smaller organizations, to be not even Spock, but to be Spock's father, that the sole claim 

to fame for a lifetime of work, do you remember, did you ever know, his name, his real 

name? In these days the moments of recognition are always pure and sincere, now they 

come to see you only because they do firmly know who you are or were and indeed they 

have sought you out, and it's never, or at least only rarely, that it was as creepy as it 

might have been, just a few minutes of bonding, appreciating each other's company, a 

sort of series of one-night stands with celebrity personalities, but without the darkest 

connotations, and because of their mostly tertiary status, the visits might last a few 

minutes, much longer, in the greater scheme, than the moments one would have later in a 

career. And then there are the the autograph seekers, or harvesters 

I'm flattered to sign this. 

I hope you have a very successftil career ahead of you. 

Thank you. 

Thank you. 

Thank you. 
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Thank you. 

I'm hoping this will be worth a lot of money sometime very soon. 

Do you do many signings? 

Would you mind signing a few more of these? 

Another folding chair, please. My ass is faUing asleep on this. 

Then there's a point at which he asks one ofthe bookstore fellows, a young clerk, 

to sit in for him, sign books while he stands around milling in the crowd, observing the 

puzzlement from nearby afar. 

You look very different in person than on the book jacket. 

You look much younger. Older in the photo, I mean. 

Camera angles. Airbmshing. 

This photo doesn't look at all like you. 

ft's not. 

No? 

I couldn't make the photo shoot so they had someone else stand in for me. 

Really? 

I think this is actually the photographer. 

How strange. 

Actually I didn't write the book at all. I didn't have time for it, so they hired 

someone else to put it together, a woman at the publishing house I think. 

Don't tell anyone. 

I show up for the signings. 
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No Faggots Allowed 

The species must persist. 

There will be fucking, but only ofthe authorized kind. 

Around the Campfire 

After the doors are permanently barred, we're left with this. 

I have a story. 

A man in a toy store, he's looking at items on the shelf, one in particular 

conceived as a puzzle for the man who has everything. It's a box, gray cardboard on the 

bottom, slick color glossy picture on the top and sides, wrapping around to seal it on the 

bottom, peel the tape or cut the seam to separate the halves, pour out the pieces, fine, all 

is good. Only thing is, the picture on the front seems to bear no relation to the pieces 

inside . . . sure, it's a puzzle, but look, the reds and oranges on the cover, these pieces are 

blues and browns, there isn't even any blue except for this little patch of sky, and then 

this isn't the right shade . . . so, okay, maybe it's a manufacturer's mistake, got the boxes 

conftised, fine, it'll be a challenge, dear, assemble without a photo, fine. So, he's an old 

pro and all, but figures it's best or better to go back to the basics and start with the 

borders. Except there's no traditional edge pieces, one side smooth the other three in 

some sort of male/female socketconnector combo. Maybe a round puzzle? He's done a 

few of them as novelties, a rounded radiused edge taking the smooth straightedged one, 

still 3 socket edges versus the 4 edges of a center piece, but no, there's not near none of 
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them, neither. He's almost ready to wonder if he has all the pieces, except to not have 

any edges at all implies a design, versus having most of the edges but one or a few 

missing, which would be a sure sign of a few missing pieces, he's put together a few 

exchanged sets or borrowed sets that way, well, still some satisfaction in working around 

the missing pieces, making a note on the inside of the top cover on the bare cardboard for 

the next assembler, the piece missing but even in its missingness accounted for, one 

bottom border piece, 6"̂  in frm th rt cmr, the momentary worry that that might be a bit 

too cryptic, so a quick rewrite with a diagram showing that the 6' piece, not counting the 

comer piece, is the missing one, comer, one, two, three, four, five, ssssssi.. . missing. 

Then a to-scale drawing ofthe piece, its outline in bold, with a light pencil sketching of a 

simple B&W rendering in grayscale of what the piece surely looks like, as reconstmcted 

from the surrounding pieces and from the photo on the box cover. There. Still missing 

but really just as good as there. 

So, then, the puzzle at hand. Nothing missing cuz he's opened it new. Right? 

There's the pocketknife on the table he used to slit the edges, they'd been sealed tight, he 

recalls that he thought, the smell ofthe new box, the bits of cardboard sawdust 

accumulating in the comers, waiting to be tipped out into the dustbin. He does get up to 

check the trash, hasn't accidentally thrown out a piece in years . . . well, really, ever, but 

he's always compelled to make sure. No, just the gray dust. Okay, then, a ragged edge 

puzzle, stranger things than that, he's seen it all, wonders a bit at the piece count, but the 

cover gives no indication. No number whatsoever. Usually the 500 or 1000 or whatnot 

is somewhere, even though that ftself is ahnost always only an estimate, as any count of 
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dimensions reveals, particularly on novelty ones which, say, insist on being square, can 

have 400 or 441 or 484 or 529 pieces but not 500, 900 or 961 or 1024 pieces but not 

1000, simple enough, really, as he'd once explained to a clerk, who'd then, without a 

word, opened die box, fished out 24 pieces and one by one popped them in his mouth, 

chewed and swallowed, closed and passed the box back over the counter, a thousand 

pieces in your puzzle, we guarantee it, bits ofthe waxy colored tops stuck on his teeth. 

Things get worse as he discovers he's unable to fit any two pieces together. Not a 

pair. Hasn't even had the gift of two stuck together which hadn't been broken apart by 

the jigsaw diecut machinery—^which, being the honorable and OC player that he is, he 

always separates and scrambles into the pile. But then, wait half a tic, he had separated a 

pair, hadn't he? Can't even find those, now, tries sorting by color, has some shades of 

orange-red that surely will fit into some sort of combo, but no. Tries flipping them to the 

back, working purely by shape, ignore the colors, then, Chief He gets some close fits, 

but still a bit of wiggle, holds them up and a sliver of light is shining through, a crescent 

formed by two unmatched curves, the space between the convex and the concave. And, 

moreover, flipping the piece to check the color composition, no match whatsoever, little 

boats or something on this one, tree branch bits on the other. 

Finally he's giving up, bundling it all back together, back to the store. 

WeU, ft's not a puzzle, is ft? Doesn't say puzzle on ft, does it? No piece count or 

the like. Wait. There's some bits missing. 

That's what I'm telling you. But there's nothing missing that's my fault. 

There's supposed to be some dust. Where's the dust? 
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Ah, well, long story made short, tums out finally that the dust is in fact the 

payload, part of a smuggling operation. Does he hear that straight? Something about, 

yes he's heard it right, secret instmctions on the puzzles, a thousand boxes rigged with a 

thousand pictures of instruction, by traditional measure that's a milhon words worth of 

picture instmction. When we gather together in the secret hideout, they'll be reassembled 

to display their secret messages, things you can't even conceive of, we can't even talk 

about it—can't even talk about talking about it. 

Is this a joke? 

He's seen the exploding puzzlebox bit, opening it around the dinner table, 

Thanksgiving/Christmas/whatever occasion that brings out a roast bird, cranberry sauce 

and the like, boom! and there's bits everywhere . . . bits in the glasses, bits in the gravy, 

in the giblets, in junior's applesauce . . . No, this is the real thing, even while he's 

standing in the shop someone's breaking down his door, going through his trash, mini-

vac in hand. 

Specializing is good, diversifying has its place, too, so Bob's Puzzles and Games 

becomes the Puzzles, Games, and Small Arms Emporium just weeks before. Plenty of 

ammunition available for the grand re-opening. 

I have a story. 

I like to staple things. 

The profound simplicity ofthe act, the om of binding things together, pulling 

diverse elements together into some careful order, making connections, constantly 

stapling, even when the supply of items available to staple together has run out—he takes 
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to stapling single sheets, embedding rows and rows of staples across the paper, creating a 

much heavier metal mat by the time he's coated the whole thing. Then on to the closets, 

silk ties that seem shinier than usual, sequined with thousands of steel staples, not so 

stainless, msting quickly when exposed to rain or humidity, interesting visual effects 

even then. 

Have you any notion what it costs to keep someone like this in staples? Sure, it's 

just a few bucks at a time, a box here, a box there. Then you're shopping wholesale at 

office supply and warehouse stores. And the cases just keep disappearing. Where are 

they all going? 

Got boxes filled with sheets like this. 

I like the sound it makes. 

My tum. 

Life before the war. It wasn't all fun and games. 

A stiing of litigated relationships, reading the fine print on the pre-releases, have 

to have the paperwork in order before even asking for a first date, authorized use of hands 

fingers tongues, seeking clear unambiguous assent each step ofthe way. Inftial here, 

please. Is it so hard to see the need, then, for the leap, plausibly explained, to hidden tape 

recording of each event, for protection, of course, later in court, should when and if such 

an eventtiality come to pass, ft's not easy being single, quantity and quality limited, 

might as well get a memento for later, a polaroid shot gone into a book, every woman 

he'd ever had the pleasure to meet, not too many pages, yet, each photo with a date and 

brief notes, annotated in cryptic script, revised for later encounters, not usually a need for 
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a second photo, although he's having second thoughts, but too late to start now. Tricky 

when the photo album's left out on the table. 

Who are these women? 

He doesn't like this line of questioning. Going to lead to a bad end. Not getting 

any, or, worse, not being able to get a photo of her afterwards. Better just to lose the 

whole encounter. Yet something might still be saved. 

After what you've just told me? Forget it. 

Maybe just a photo, then? 

I don't think so. 

You've got it all wrong. Anyone ever tell you you're beautiful? 

Flipping pages. Elsewhere he has separate albums for other purposes. It's 

complicated. But it's always easier once he's gotten the pic, no tension of having to 

worry about getting it afterward. He's run the risk of stalking charges to get it before, but 

better to just avoid having to do that in the first place. 

Videotape changed my life. 

He's a bit bothered by the ones he's missed, BV, before video, but it's not certain 

if any of that currently matters, the whole bit gone up in smoke, hadn't left the house with 

the set, too valuable to be carrying around, had the steel fireproof safe but what good is it 

up there now. 

What'll we do tomorrow night? 
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Till Death Do Us Part 

I've got Elvis on my ass, actually, not Elvis, that's who I asked for but ended up 

with Burt Reynolds, too dmnk to tell the difference. Yes, not the usual make Elvis dance 

gig, as it is on a belly or bleep, no, here Elvis is fated to slowly disappear with age and 

confluent weight. . . to be spotted, rare sightings, the whole bft, ahen loch ness 

sasquatch, a little hairy humpbacked green man with a white collared rhinestone suit, my 

god yes he's all the bits of our id rolled together, squeaking love me tender in a high-

pitched metallic-toned voice and ah it's off-key at that, the sounds inside my head now, 

won't go away, like that bad bad pop tune that someone starts humming and then you 

can't escape it, hear it in the background all day long, pounding away in your head till 

wine and TV and other mindcleansing make you forget, until that moment between wake 

and sleep when you're just about to drop away . . . the singer then dancing like an MTV 

sugarplum fairy in your head all night, the same choms riff over and over . . . 

But it's not Elvis, although iff don't shave he'll get the muttonchops, or 

Deliverance Burt or Smokey and the Bandit Burt, with also bearded Burt, goatee, 

imperial, soul patch, you name it, fuzzy and a bit lumpy, like one of those early-reader 

pet the duck books for kids and I've just gotten an idea, browsing through the Bible on 

the pot yes in the bathroom that's where I do my reading if God didn't mean for us to 

crap he wouldn't have invented indoor plumbing or, for that matter, the asshole or the 

small intestines, and actually by the by I've been reading a fascinating account ofthe 

intestines, miles of 'em, good god, like a bad magic act, the colored hankerchiefs keep 

coming out, random colors no pattem but never repeating, like a mapmaker with his five 
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colors and all the irregular borders to account for, couldn't yet do it with just four but 

someday, no? At any rate, the reading room has a soft seat and good lighting and it's 

warm, you could almost curi up and take a nap, and 'deed your legs eventually do do that, 

exactly that, the exquisite pain of reawakening, this must have been Lazams from the 

dead . . . therein I noted Ahab, and reckoned I'd read that name before too, some other 

volume that passed the time waiting. 

ID 

r n be 18 in 3 days. 

He checks her driver's license. It's tme. 

How old do you need me to be? 

Many ways to get a license, beg, borrow, forge, steal, one for every occasion, 

malleable, 19, 20, 21, 22, goes the other way, too, 17, 16, 15, just ID cards of course in 

that direction, not a license to drive or otherwise. 

Consumer Ethics 

The thing is, when it's on clearance like that, it means we don't have room for this 

stuff and we've got other stuff waiting to be sold at top dollar and we'll never sell this 

stuff again so get it while you can but get it soon because we want to get it gone. 

Which, for those who think about it, and it's not especially encouraged that they 

do, but for those who do, it creates a certain sort of tension, all the time, as you're buying 

the new item, it's the tension of how soon will this end up on clearance is it better just to 
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wait and then buy it then but what if they're all gone so they never go on clearance or 

worse what if they do go on clearance, a great buy, can't be beat, giving ft away way 

below cost, but I get here too late and miss the last one? hi fact, see a woman carrying 

off the last of them, and she's got three? 

Consumerist philosophy. Is it wrong to bump into her so that she drops one ofthe 

aforementioned three? What if the bump is accidental? What if she merely drops it? At 

what time prior to sale does the item territorially become hers? On this last point the 

venerated authors disagree. Some say at the point of physical contact the putative 

ownership fransfers. Others say it's not until the item has been paid for, bagged and 

tagged, that if you can get it out ofthe saleclerk*s hands before that, it's a freeloose ball 

again. And all matter of opinions between, but basically it's intent versus possession. 

What's the ratio of real to perceived security that best serves the mall. It's the 

necessary evil, of course. If everyone follows his conscience . . . the mles are very 

clearly stated . . . blah blah blah. 

Is it really the zero-sum game that we believe, are we all competing for the finite 

mall dollar, play money, or is that a cover for the ways to stretch, double, magically 

increase, profitability a controllable variable. 

This perspective, which is totally unlike, on the face of it, the power one feels, or 

is it freedom, if so what the difference, walking into the ground floor of a huge 

department store, one that goes levels up and a few down, several of them, stocked with 

every conceivable type of consumer good that doesn't atfract the aftention of regulatory 

agencies, departments which are entire floors and stores unto themselves, a maze of 
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corridors stairways escalators elevators crisscrossing and comiecting area to area, 

separate cafes and restaurants and toilet facilities along the way to provide sustenance 

and relief for the joumey-it is totally unlike, or not, the feeling of walking into such a 

store with, say, a hundred bucks in one's pocket, a hundred that is completely available— 

m fact, earmarked, in a sense, though more spontaneously than that term suggests—to 

spend. Just a hundred is not now, nor perhaps ever for a long time back, such a terrible 

large amount of money, but say one is young and now on one's own, responsible for biUs 

and rent and such and eaming a pittance of a wage in any case, before the taxman comes 

for his sizable percent and all this before one ever sees a cashable check, so it is one 

hundred that somehow one has to spend, found in an abandoned billfold on the sheet, 

perhaps, or the down payment on a very nice ring or other colored stone accessory that 

one had intended to buy, perhaps eariier that day, but fate has taken a twist that alleviates 

the necessity. . . yes, alleviates the necessity . . . so the cash is available for spending, in 

fact cries out to be spent bum me leave me break me the little inky lips on the bills 

moving, a terribly simple TV special-effects gag, funny in limited circumstances. 

Suppose this all to be the case, and indeed, whatever might have happened earlier in the 

day, it is not so very late after all—not late at all, in fact, indeed, perhaps ten or eleven, or 

somewhere between the two, in the moming, on a weekday, early in the week, the store is 

by no means crowded. 

And one knows the money must be spent, by God it's blood money one way or 

another, and the act of spending becomes the act of ritual purification that we all need, 

more often than we think and in more ways than we imagine. 
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Yet there is so much, to leave the hundred and take some of this stuff in exchange 

is to create only the slightest, most localized dent in the passage of goods . . . a hole in the 

stack of sweaters, only a lowering, in fact, waiting to be restored, the shoes in their box, 

being pulled from a back stockroom in any case, make no discemible difference in the 

floor merchandise—in fact the illusion is just the opposite, that the goods have muhiplied 

and been created ex nihil, by one's presence and will the desired goods have come into 

being, by this fashion of reasoning not a zero-sum game after all, perhaps we can all have 

a pair of really comfortable sandals, democracy and free enterprise thus fulfllling the 

communist dream. 

One vows to come back again, next time, with ten hundreds, a thousand, yet the 

promise is no sooner sealed than one realizes the folly of this. How many zeroes might 

one add before the number might be significant, might leave a lasting mark? These 

purchases—each of these men and women around him, surveying the landscape from the 

escalator top, it dotted with register stations—these purchases left scars like feet on the 

beach in the wet sand, only momentarily visible scars until the wash smoothed and 

removed them, even the deepest of them, in little time at all, the beach thus kin to the 

other sandy realm, the desert, both effacing and removing the marks of place and time 

placed time after time upon them. 

All Clear 

When someone finally has the occasion to have popped a head up and get a look 

around, remembering something left in a glove compartment and damn the consequences. 
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well. All was clear and normal, to judge from the traffic mmiing down the streets. 

Someone else had known, surely, if not the mucky-mucks then at least the radio guy, 

everyone else playing along or ignorant and what's the difference. Just an extended drill, 

a test run? A simulation? Well, no harm no foul-right, guys? ft's not like they've been 

eating each other, roasting limbs over an open fire, anything like that. Lotta pregnant 

women, though, probably be looking for their money back after getting to the end of this 

particular ride, this funhouse, and so hangs the real question, as this all comes to the 

surface in a literal and social manner. 

Who's going to pay for all this? 

Everyone's going to need to be debriefed. 

Is the media here yet? 

We don't need this kind of exposure. 

It was a nice vacation and all but. 

Take off your underwear. 

You can leave the rest on, but we need your underwear. There's a trick. We have 

ways. 

Transcribed Life 

How many hours spent staring at the shelves? Through the years, how many days 

weeks months, if not indeed years, stalking the marble halls, how many times to have 

used a public restroom here? If not never, what number? Not infinite—it's a knowable 

number with the right information. 
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The daily life monitor. To plug out and know exactly how many times, how 

many everything, for everything. If you can ask it, in the right language, it can spit it 

back. Daily report. Met her for the 17"̂  time. A meet is defined as enclosing a 

visual/spatial contact of durational variability, a passing in the hall or an hour in class 

with counts the same. What if she gets up to use the restroom in the middle of class and 

then comes back? The current parameter default setting does not treat this as two 

separate occurrences. This can be modified. Exchanged 43 words of conversation, 

syllabic grunt combinations treated as one word unless divided by a clear space of 

silence, 28 words from her, 15 words from you. Total words exchanged to date 842. 

Partial franscript as follows: 

Did you finish the homework? 

Yup. 

What did you get for number 43? 

I got, uh, mmm, looks like 7. 

Did you remember to square the total at the end? 

Uh, oh, no, I didn't. 49 then. 

Okay, thanks! 

Elapsed time from start to finish: 42.7 seconds, rounded to the nearest tenth. 

More precise data available as necessary. Measurement from first word to last word, not 

including any preparatory pauses at the beginning or held silences which did not, in fact, 

lead to further conversation, though similar pauses in other conversations have, in this 

instance they did not. These parameters are also adjustable. 
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Total volume urinated available in cc's or mi's. Daily total, weekly total, year to 

date, stats available for year to year comparisons and trends, also. 

And then what did you do, hispector? 

Musical chairs. Adapted for the morgue. 

The problem is that the work is never done, not till the bodies rise from the graves 

and death walks the earth no more. There is momentarily a pause, the spaces between the 

arrivals that serve as the rhythm punctuating life, his life, but the next not always coming 

as expected. He begins to plot their arrivals. Twelve-hour days, twelve notes in the 

scale, do not produce the series of ascending scales that one might expect. A fiuther 

permutation involving the minutes ofthe hour as interval additives is a factor, likewise. 

Then the need for precision to the minute—^previously ft had been to the hour, which for 

the most part ofthe hour wasn't a real problem to determine, though there were a few at 

the dot cases which were hard to call and he'd considered allowing a ditone for those— 

became a factor. Perhaps it would be better to let an unknowing observer, the bringer of 

the body, mark the time, and use his as the determination? Problem is so many of them 

will simply look at a clock or a watch and, if the hand is within 90 degrees either way of 

the hour, simply mark it for the top ofthe hour. Infuriating imprecision when he 

discovers what's really happening. 

Did'e freak on you, too? 

Must be from all that time with those bodies. 

It's sexual discrimination, I'm telling you. 

Men can sell underwear, too. 
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The terror and anxiety of life as an animal. 

Gawd he's got gobs of guitars. They just go on and on. Most of them in storage, 

can't even display them all. Can you imagine what it costs just to change the strings on 

anthem? Thing is, he's not a player. Can't play, not even a lick. Can't tune, either, 

though that's not mutually exclusive. Has a private guitar tech to take care of 'em, play 

'em, that sort of thing. Some people hire a butler, some a private mechanic for the garage 

of imports. Nice luxury, eh? Money that can buy a manservant. And the one bought, 

never quite sure how to feel, ft's a living, a nice one. There's a power in being relied on 

by one of great wealth. What's the difference between having a lively good sense of 

humor and being a dried up old prick with money. 

Ok, boys, that's enough. Get off the lawn now. 

Just follow your instincts and you'll be okay. 

Thus begins the second-guessing twice removed. 

Children are safe because they can't be seduced. Not in the tme sense. Candy, 

money, toys, the power of acquisition on a broad material plane, yes, but not the 

intangible. Every man an Adam, every boy, every girl Eve, till the hair begins to grow. 

Our own bodies betray us. The day it's no longer ok to be naked. 

The melancholy of books unread. After a certain point you must, certainly, 

realize that there's too many. More is only for choice. How do you continue to let them 

grow. Are they all impossibly good? Perhaps it would have been better to have been 

bom into a smaller tribe with idiosyncratic language, to be the writer of ft, the one who 
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can and does. To find a like-minded translator. To do franslations is tantamount to 

speaking for the dead, que no? 

When the economy collapses, when the dollar is devalued, when the electronic 

cash funds are zeroed out, all that counts is goods. Got goods? This is the come-on line. 

Buy now while you can. 

San Francisco. Between fear of death by earthquake (or say tsunami) and fear of 

death by HFV/AIDS, who'd have guessed—or maybe it was inevitable—^the light spirits 

ofthe place. 

Though they'll lip-service the eradication ofthe cash economy, the pure plastic 

system, it'll never pass, safe enough to pretend to support it then let it languish and 

finally die in committee. Even a senator's got to buy his dope sometime, and you'd have 

to be a frogging idiot, there were a few, yes, to give a hooker a check to cash. Even to 

put for services rendered on the memo line as a joke, checks to anyone, particularly those 

to the government, just telling it like it is, even to do this is to hope for humor where 

there is none. 

Boggles the mind to think of millions as spare change and billions as small 

denominations in currency. How much more so in space? 

Rate the place at which time and space become convertible. Five hours 250 

miles, know one know the other as long as the rate is constant. 

There are a surprising number of advantages to being bald. No lice or other 

insects, for starters. Safer in a fight. Almost no need for shampoo. No hair in the eyes, 
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no wasted time getting ready in the moming. Hats always fit you the same, and no 

worries for messing up the 'do. So, thus, then, we'll all be getting our heads shaved. 

Beg pardon? 

Plus in case of attack it's easier to decontaminate this way. 

Well, yes, of course the women, too. 

The costume supply shop has a good range of baldy heads. Damn those are bushy 

eyebrows that girl has. 

Water supply. And air of course. The prime basics. 

Life in America comes with a money-back guarantee. 

It's written right here. 

I'm sure I've got it here somewhere . . . 

A more basic statement than that ofthe customer without satisfaction? 

I want my money back. 

God's Collection 

The endlessness ofthe information, sitting in dark halls, poring through archives 

of newspapers, gleaning a social constmct from pages and pages of want ads (there not 

even, or only falsely, as a shadow, a primary source, all filtered through the copywriter 

who, given variable skills in hearing, spelling, vocabulary, might produce an image 

through a cracked glass, indeed). Then the requisite, the inevitable sub-specializations, 

the study of one section ofthe classifieds. And then the paranoia. Or rather, the 

realization, the cold sweat on your back feeling of a palpable presence, that secret coded 
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messages had been sent through here, that they still existed, manifest in the black print, if 

only you could see them, hear them speak, cipher their messages. What power still holds 

in these messages from the dead to the dead, merely intercepted now on a retum trip by 

the present reader? Or who, indeed, was the prime recipient? 

The belief in god is the root of all paranoia. Transcendent stringpuller. That she 

is. Remember that your mom will read this. 

And the belief that putting the final piece into the collection will lead to some 

franscendent moment, apotheosis to godhood or a long glimpse, at the very least, at the 

void, fall into the sublime. The trick, perhaps, is to gnostically know which collection 

will be the one. Some say that any tme collection (and what precisely was a tme 

collection) will serve as the portal, and others are more suspicious of this let everyone in 

bit of dogma and hold to a narrower notion. 

Many collect but few are chosen. 

Few complete. 

Or are chosen to complete. There's only so many of those rare pieces to go 

around, and even allowing for the possibihty of attic treasures, uncovered thought-to-be-

lost gems, the arc still curved toward some ultimate limit ofthe items produced, hi a 

limfted edition of 500, with 7 known to be and certified destroyed, only 493 are ever 

going to tum up stuffed beneath Uncle Waldo's shorts. Of course then there's the not-

impossible chance that they'd actually produced more than 500 that sunny day of limfted 

editions. And then only God knew how many might tum up someday. Bringing us back 

to the issues of omniscience and paranoia. And yet omniscience of two sorts, the 
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omniscience that can know everything-you interest me and so I focus on you and know 

you—and the omniscience that does know everything—I know all about you, right now, 

whether I want to or not. 

The old man nearly ninety, not so old for us when we get there but looking prefty 

bad according to the actuarial tables that he was bom under, is so close, just a few items 

left, and caught in some dilemma of a cmnch between his options, getting harder to see 

each day, to stop is to die, searching out those missing items is all that keeps the poor 

bastard's mind heart and soul motivated to live, shibbom old fool, to continue is to keep 

on to find the items—^he was pretty damn good at it, having done it his whole life—and 

complete it, achieve the miracle that it might well be, sainthood. 

And once completed he'll die. 

If only we could hear the dialogue between God and Waldo. What is there to 

say? He aheady knows what you're going to say, what you're thinking, and what you're 

going to say after that. Is it like talking to a computer? Small talk is hard. What do you 

do for a living. Tell me about your childhood. How's the weather. 

Or getting to the meat ofthe matter. When am i going to die? How? When ami 

going to get laid again? Calvinist curiosities: am i saved? Who else is? Who isn't? 

Here's a list of all the names i know that interest me, and why not a list ofthe names that 

would interest me if i could think to put them on this list, would you add those as you 

know them even if i don't. Thank you, Santa. How's Mrs. Klaus? How's the weather? 

Who do you love, who do you love. 
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Joker's Wild 

What if everyone flushed the electric toilet at once? 

A Chronicle ofthe Uniforms of Fast-Food Restaurant Workers in the U.S.: 

1955^present. 

Let's cleave this open like a melon. 

A ship joint? Not hardly, fella, this is a family atmosphere. But we do have a 

nice selection of eateries and drinkeries, the eats yes perhaps an excuse for the drinks, 

and it's said if you go to the right place they've got a back door that lets you in 

downstairs, you know . . . 

Consider—^right at this moment someone you know is gmnting like a pig. 

The National Department for National Statistics and National Data. 

Prophylactics 'R Us. 

All products dispensed under the watchful eye of a licensed pharmacist with 

access to the magical medical records. 

Here comes that old bat on Xanax again. 

Or were they just glorified bean counters with a bagftil of magic beans, powder in 

a capsule to take you where, to take you anywhere, the tiniest substances enough to give 

new life or kill. 

And then the checkers, the particular breed that feels the need to make every 

purchase item a topic of conversation, pack of bubble gum as a cover ftem and a box of 

Trojans, funny how we never talk about the gum, if it's the guy or the brash broad 
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talking, the quiet giris redden and blush, buy it just to see the color msh, talk is brief and 

cheap. 

Nice gum. 

Didn't really come here for a conversation, did I? 

The desire to know, empirically, to really know, the search for untainted tmth, the 

reddening blush almost that, no, in response to something unexpected, from a stranger, 

nearly instantaneous, an undeniable action-reaction occurrence. General knowledge of 

the human mind and motives and all that, hard to build even a skeleton case for how 

she'd been nonplussed at it but has decided, in that split second, to activate the mddy 

response because she knows it's what's expected, to cover, because if she doesn't blush, 

what then would he think, what is he looking for? Sometimes best to give them what 

they want and get rid of them quickly, otherwise they hang around searching. 

Having said this to himself, ft begins to take on a certain plausibility, the what if 

scenario, what if she blushed simply because she knew, consciously or un, that it's what's 

called for, of her, from him, from society, from the social situation? 

And then, lacking anything but the faint memory, the question of whether it has 

even franspired at all. Perhaps she's just tumed her head into the light in such a way as to 

light up, not an actual change in color so much as a change of lighting? Just makeup? 

Always being watched. The notion of aisles and shelves and merchandising a 

science of billiards in 3D, how to arrange the products so that you're always being 

watched by someone or something in proxy, certain sections, of books, or whatnot. 
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arranged cleveriy to give the notion of privacy, we are in the sales business, after all, yet 

still to allow full monitoring ofthe situation. 

How we mentally articulate the voices, altemating in lines between the high 

squeak and the low basso proftmdo ofthe characters, whoops, got a line off, do me do me 

should have been in bass, not the treble. 

We don't have to lease you this space, you know. 

Healthy competition. 

Time for a scorch-and-bum price war. 

As long as it looks like competition. 

There's something to be said for suicide tactics against competition, bring in 

competing business, siphon away just enough business to make it unprofitable for the 

other guy, take your temporary losses, wait him out, then take control ofthe market. 

What stops someone else from doing it to you? 

There are other ways and means to wage this. 

How much money are you prepared to lose? 

I'll need a special lunch. 

It's a diet based on the color of food. Purples today. 

Gone into the ladies dressing room? 

God, they. . . they really oughta put some chairs out here, or something. And you 

wait and you wait and you wait and no one comes out and finally you go in but no one's 

there. 

What now? 
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Moving from one spot to another is a chore, necessitating either a shuffle walk 

with his eyes staring straight down at his feet, or a very slow pace indeed. Too many 

eyes. 

I can't not look when I look. 

Just caught a glimpse of her, busiest time ofthe year, walking fast, wanting to mn 

but not wanting to call attention to himself, like a forest, all these racks of clothing, and 

all the people, what would the forest be like like this anyway, up to your armpits in 

animals, never mind the trees. 

If he could have seen behind sunglasses, what he might have seen in the eyes of 

the two he passed crossing the center court water fountain. Or, altemately, if they 

could've seen . . . well, they'd have seen him. Instead, they've grabbed some random 

bagman down by the video arcade. 

Failure teaches. There are lessons everywhere. One store closes, another opens. 

Some have a life cycle, some bloom only in a season or for a season, including the winter 

flowers, some come and never leave, hardy, remaining long after the rest ofthe halls have 

been abandoned. 
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